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Vandalism brings
party suspension
AST, Kappa Sigma
under investigation

A water pipe in front of Varner House broke
at about 10:45 p.m. Sunday. Three
firetrucks from the Harrisonburg Fire
Department responded; Fire Chief William

This issue...

Austin was not certain of the cause of the
break at that time. There was no damage to
the building.

won
Dukes
football
Saturday. 17-14. See Sports,
page 9.

A JMU student is
uninjurer after a skydiving
mishap. See story, page 3.

By TAMMY SCARTON
Alpha Sigma Tau sorority has had all party privileges
suspended as a result of several acts of vandalism which occurred
at its party Nov. 13, according to Dr. Lacy Daniel, dean of
students.
The suspension will remain until the vandalism has been fully
investigated, Daniel said.
Kappa Sigma fraternity was sent a letter of warning concerning
members' "rowdy and disruptive behavior" at the party, Daniel
said. "Their (Kappa Sigma's) behavior may have caused the
party to get out of hand and perpetuated the vandalism," he
added.
Damages estimated at $500 occurred at the sorority house
sometime between 1:15 and 2 a.m. Nov. 13, Daniel said. "This is
the largest amount of damages ever occurring on Greek Row
since it opened in 1978," he noted. "We've never had an incident of
this severity in any of the houses before."
Several ceiling tiles were removed and broken, a bathroom
stall door was broken, a marble partition was pulled from the wall
in the bathroom and a chair two tables and were thrown into
Newman Lake, Daniel said. The plaster and wallpaper in the
bathroom were also damaged when the partition was pulled out,
he said.
"We haven't got the full story yet. It's still only pieces," Daniel
said. "We've got a lot of confusing information."
"Unitl we discover who did the damage, the whole sorority is
being held responsible," he said. "We have no other choice. As
hosts, they were responsible for their guests."
The damages probably occurred in three separate acts, Daniel
said. "We feel several people broke the ceiling tiles, one
destroyed the bathroom and perhaps three were involved in
throwing the furniture into the lake," he said. Daniel said he has a
description of the person who damaged the bathroom, but that the
person has not been identified.
A guest list from the party has been helpful in investigating the
incident, Daniel said. The list has been turned over to campus
police, he added. "We are going down the list hoping to find some
inf rmation or someone who knows something," he said.
"We feel that several students from other colleges may be
involved," he said. "We are still trying to find out" If the
damages was done by non-JMU students, their names will be
turned over to the police and the case would be handled
criminally, Daniel said.
If the vandalism was done by JMU students, the matter would
be handled either criminally or judicially, he added.
The students would be required to pay for the damages and
would be put on probation, he noted.
Although Alpha Sigma Tau's social privileges are suspended,
the sorority will still be able to hold meetings and small grodp
gatherings of the members, Daniel said. But no date functions or
See SUSPENSION, page 2

Many teachers say fundraising policy invades privacy
By JEFF GAMMAGE
Many James Madison University teachers feel a
university policy concerning campus solicitation for
the United Way is a violation of their privacy.
Faculty and staff are sent a "pledge card" on
which is printed their name and department. They
list on the card any donation they wish to make. They
are required to sign and return the card to their
department head whether or not they make a
donation.
Tom Watkins, director of the university campaign,
said the cards are used to ensure that each faculty
and staff member has the chance to donate. He said
no school official reviews donations and no list is kept
of who contributes or who does not. Watkins is
director of alumni services here.
"I view it as an infringement on the faculty
members' privacy," said one professor. "I resent
intimations that records are being kept." The teacher
said he neither signed nor returned the card.
"I don't like that I'm required to sign," said

another professor. "Charity is a very personal thing
and if I'm going to give I frankly don't want to be
identified."
The professor said many teachers are intimidated
by having to sign and return the form. "If I just
returned it without signing it I would probably donate
more money more often," the professor said. He said
he did not donate this year, but would have had there
not been a stipulation that he sign the card.
Although the administration has not applied
pressure to teachers to donate, "There's still that
thing about signing the card intimidating people," he
said.
Another business teacher said the policy is "a
conscious attempt of the administration to keep track
of teachers. We're being solicited when it should be
on a voluntary basis. I mind that I'm required to sign
and return the card. I think it's in very poor taste."
One professor said, "It's noboby's business who I
donate to. The university has no right to require that I
return the card. I guess that they believe they can
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intimidate some people." But he noted, "In some
ways it does help the United Way. It (the card) makes
you make a decision as opposed to throwing it in the
trash immediately."
Three of the teachers contacted said they threw the
cards away without responding.
Two professors contacted agreed with the pledge
card policy. "Anybody who feels intimidated must
have a guilty conscience," said an English department professor. "The college has to have some
machinery for collecting the money." A political
science teacher said, "Requiring a signature is more
a method for the organization to determine exactly
what persons and areas of the community have been
covered. I just kind of think that's not a bad practice
of conducting a business."
The requirement that teachers sign and return the
cards is "just for record keeping," Watkins said. This
way, "We know that everyone has a chance to
See UNITED WAY, page 2
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* United Way
sure all the cards are returned before passing them
on to the department head.
After receiving the cards from the department
head, the dean of each school tabulates the cards to
make sure all are present, according to Dr. Julius
Roberson, dean of the School of Education and
Human Services. If a faculty member fails to return
his card, "We don't push it," Roberson said. He
added that 100 percent participation is encouraged.
The cards are hand-delivered because distributing
them by campus mail is "a good way to lose them,"
Watkins said. "It's done (by hand) so that when Dr.
Carrier says, 'Did everybody get a card?', we can say
'yeah,' " Watkins said. The cards are distributed by
hand partly to avoid the cost of printing envelopes, he
added.
But almost all other mail to faculty members is
delivered by campus mail.
Once collected, the dean of each school takes the
cards to Watkins office, where they are assembled
and counted, Watkins said. A United Way official
opens and counts the donations, Watkins said.
But United Way Executive Director Susan Spirn
said she does not receive the cards and is instead
presented with a paper listing the total amount of
donations.
Cards without donations are placed in a box and put
off to one side, she said. Forms asking that a sum be
deducted from the staff member's paycheck are sent
to the payroll office, she said, adding that the United
Way takes control of the other donations.
The pledge card policy is necessary because in past
years many department heads did not distribute the

(Continued from page 1)
donate," Watkins said. "We don't want people
coming back saying 'I didn't get a card.'"
Watkins said no JMU official looks at a list of who
contributes and who does not. "No one follows up or
knows what's going on," he said.
JMU President Ronald Carrier is chairman of the
Harrisonburg-Rockingham United Way drive this
year.
Watkins said Carrier sees the total amount con
tributed by staff and faculty but does not see a breakdown of the figure individually or by department.
Watkins added, "If there's anyone who's open and
above board it's Dr. Carrier."
Department heads are told not to pressure faculty
to donate. Watkins said. A faculty member not
wishing to donate can write "no pledge" on the card,
sign and return it, he said.
It is impossible to run the organization differently
and still keep track of the campaign, Watkins said.
"If anybody felt intimidated, we're sorry about that
but can they come up with a better system?
"If anybody wants to come and look at what we do,
we'd be more than happy to have them," he said.
The cards are distributed by the dean of each
school to department heads within that school, then
passed on to each faculty member by the department
head. The forms are returned through the same
channels.
At each stage, the forms are checked to verify that
each faculty member has returned a card. All
department secretaries contacted said they make

cards, Spirn said. The policy ensures that all faculty
and staff have the chance to dona te, she added.
"Dr. Carrier could care less who gives and who
doesn't give," Spirn said. "I know there are people
over there who think he goes through and reads every
card," Spirn said. She said, "I don't know of any way
it (the campaign) could be handled differently."
This procedure has been used here for about five
years, Watkins said.
Many teachers also said they were annoyed at
being sent a United Way "Suggested Giving Guide."
The brochure states "...in order that each of us share
equally in the giving process, we suggest that you
consider a donation of one hour's pay per month."
A JMU professor said, "Ifeel that I really don't
need a guideline to determine how much I'm capable
of giving, given my financial situation. Their
response would be much greater if it smacked of
being a voluntary donation."
Another teacher was also disturbed by the giving
guide. "What is my fair share vis-a-vis Dr. Carrier's
share?" he said. "The after-tax cost to Carrier is
probably fifty cents on the dollar, whereas a lowly
secretary pays one dollar on the dollar."
Watkins said the Suggested Giving Guide is sent out
because some people have expressed uncertainty at
how much they should donate. The guide recommends "some kind of figure that would go with their
salary," Watkins said. The pamphlet was made up in
response to people asking, "What do I give, What do
they need?," Watkins said.
A goal of $20,000 was set for the campus campaign
this year; about $23,000 was pledged, Watkins said.

* Suspension
(Continued from page 1)
outside guests will be allowed,
he said. The sorority also
must pay for the damages
until the case is closed, he
added.
Daniel and Donna Harper,
assistant dean of students,
were notified of the vandalism
by campus police about 9:15
a.m. Nov. 13.
Buildings and Grounds
workers
discovered
the
damages on a routine check of
the Greek houses and called
campus se-'-ityr Daniel said.

No one from the sorority
reported the damage to school
authorities, he added.

Alpha Sigma Tau President
Susan Williams, who was not
at the party, said, "Damages
did occur and we are looking
for clues as to how it happened. Any disciplinary action
has to be discussed between
the administration and us."
She added Kappa Sigma
was not involved in the vandalism as far as she knew.
There has been a history of
problems between Alpha
Sigma Tau and Kappa Sigma,
Daniel said. "It's ironic
because they have a brothersister type of relationship.
They play a lot of pranks on
the girls just like a brother

A&P
Miller
Busch (bottles)
Coke, Tab, Sprite

$1.89
•2.19
•1.29
plus deposit

Lays & Ruffles 8 oz. package

$.99

Nabisco Chips Ahoy Cookies 13 oz.
$1.29

would to a younger sister."
There have been attitudinal
problems with Kappa Sigma,
and the problems have gotten
worse each year, Daniel said.
' When the investigation is
completed, Daniel said, "We
want to know why the sorority
did not notify us about the
damage and we need to do

something
about
Kappa
Sigma's
attitudinal
problems."
Kappa
Sigma's
party
privileges were suspended
last semester because of a
rules violation at a party.
Kappa Sigma President
David Hare was unavailable
for comment.

Correction
Dr. Jay Kain, head of
the art department, had
his name spelled incorrectly in the Nov. 19
issue of The Breeze.

WILD BLUE YONDER

Yes, your Army has more than 8,600
aircraft in its active, reserve and national
guard fleet—more aircraft, in fact, than
the Air Force!
If you truly want to fly with the brave
—seek out the Army's Air Cavalry. Out
front, leading the way—flying among
the trees, seeing without being seen—at
the controls of the world's most sophisticated attack helicopter.
You must possess stamina, agility, and
resourcefulness to handle one of these
birds. Decisions must be quick when
dodging trees at 50 knots and orchestrating the movements and actions of the
other members of your team. Quickness,
decisiveness—this kind of experience is
what employers are looking for.

Get your future off the ground now!
Find out how Army ROTC can prepare
you for this or many other challenging
positions of responsibility. See the Professor of Military Science on your campus.

Nabisco Premium Saltines 16 oz $.79
A~& P Corn or Peas 20 oz.

$.79

American Ched-O-Bit Slices 12 oz.
Anne Page Ice Cream Ifc gal.

$1.49
$1.49

Scott Paper Towels

$.69

Russet Potatoes 5 lb. bag

$.98

Jamestown Bacon 1.29/lb.
Gwaltney Sausage •1.39/lb.
Claussen Pickles 1.39/qt.

ARMY ROTC
See Cpt. Ed Hoffer
1st Floor Maury Hall
or call 433-6355
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JMU student uninjured
after parachute tangles

Graffiti
AN* RI

By CHARLES FAZIO
A
James
Madison
University student fell to
within 75 feet of the ground
Nov. 14 before his tangled
main and reserve parachutes
fully opened.
But according to Kevin
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"Iknewwhen
the chute
wrapped
around my
head I was
in trouble."
getting worried.
"I knew when the chute
wrapped around my head I
was in trouble.
" There was no death
thought
or
anything.
Everyone talks too positively
all day long.
" I tried to push the reserve
chute off my head. All I know
is I kept fighting and trying to
throw the damn thing
properly but nothing worked.
After two attempts Major
freed the reserve chute. As the
reserve inflated the main
parachute untangled and it too
inflated. According to Cowger
and witnesses present, the
student made a relatively
smooth landing.
"As soon as I landed the
main guy ran over and started
to scream at me — he said I
should have watched the

spin," Major said. "He was
really pissed. At this point I
was still in a daze over what I
just went through.
"It wasn't my fault. The guy
on the radio didn't say I was
spinning, all he said was to
pull the reserve. Even my
jumpmaster said I did fine."
Cowger, a veteran skydiver,
said that Major "lost control"
of his reserve chute before he
could throw it, causing it to
wrap around his head. Cowger
said Major then held onto the
chute too long before throwing
it.
Major does not agree. He
believes he threw the reserve
chute as fast as he could. The
problem, he says, was due to a
lack of training into potential
problems.
Before the jump the
students are required to attend a Thursday night fourhour lecture given by Cowger.
In addition, they also recieve
a two-hour instruction at the
airport.
Sophomore Mary Ann Doss,
who was in the plane with
Major, believes this was
enough instruction. But she
says Cowger did not emphasize the potential for a
person to be spinning while
they fall.
"All he said was if you are in
a spin, throw the chute in the
direction of the spin. Then he
said don't worry about that
just throw it. I really don't
think people paid attention."
Brian Raher went on the
trip earlier in the year. He too
believes the instruction was
adequate. But he says his was
a group of 20 people.
"For me the instruction was
adequate for a first jump, but
my group only had 20 people in
it. I don't think it's all that
adequate for a group of 60 or
70," he said, adding, "They
took too many people."
Raher also said Cowger did
not go over the spinning factor
enough.
The Thursday night sessions
are lectures and the airport
sessions are practice. Cowger
said Nov. 14 group was
divided so that there was one
instructor for about every 21
students.

Student to spend 30 days in jail
for assaulting security officers

problem*' "^ **** ■»■ K&|52
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Cowger, owner of The New
Valley Parachute Center in
Dublin, Va., sophomore Scott
Major was never in serious
danger.
Although the parachute was
not fully open it was inflated
enough to slow Major's fall
considerably, Cowger said. He
estimates Major was falling
between 20 and 25 feet per
second until the reserve chute
inflated about 75 feet above
ground level. Normal descent
rate is around 16 feet per
second; 21 feet per second is
considered safe.
Major was not injured.
The parachute was inspected later, Cowger said,
and only "minor thumbnailsize, holes" were found. He
said such holes are common in
chutes that have tangled and
are caused by the nylon lines
rubbing against the chute.
Major was in a group of 68
JMU students who went on a
skydiving trip sponsored- by
the Outing Club. This was the
second trip this year.As with most of the other
students there this was
Major's first jump.
Major, two other JMU
students, a jumpmaster and a
pilot were flying at 3,100 feet
in a Cessna 182. This was 300
feet higher than usual,
because another plane was in
the area.
Major recounts his experience: "The jumpmaster
kept running over things I was
to be doing. She kept smiling
and laughing and calming me

down. Once you get up there
you get really serious.
"I got out of the plane and I
was standing on the step and
holding on to the strut. I
stepped off the side and arched my back.
"Once you are falling you
have to count to five and check
the canopy. I looked up and
saw a big knot. I wasn't
worried though, I was just
trying to figure out whether or
not to pull the reserve chute.
"The chute was slowing me
down but not enough," ' he
said.
"I was coming down like a
pendulum and I didn't know it.
I took my reserve and threw it
out in front of me. But instead
of opening, the chute wrapped
around my helmet and face. I
couldn't see anything. I
started scramblng around and

j

By CHRIS KOUBA
A James Madison University student will
spend 30 days in jail for assaulting two campus
police officers.
Sophomore John Lane was sentenced
Thursday to 90 days in jail, 60 days suspended,
for each of two counts of assault and battery. A
spokesperson at the Rockingham County jail
said the terms will be served concurrently.
Lane also was fined $10 and court costs for
public drunkenness.
Lane pleaded guilty to the public drunkenness charge and did not contest the two assault
charges.
Here are highlights from the Daily NewsRecord report of the hearing:
Sgt. Herbert Lam testified in Rockingham
General District court Thursday that he
received a broken elbow from Lane and
Patrolman Gary Harvey said he sustained a
severely injured hand.
The policemen had been treated at
Rockingham Memorial Hospital: Lam said he

is being treated by an orthopedic surgeon.
THE INCIDENT occurred about 1:30 a.m.
Oct. 11 in front of Gifford HaU. Harvey said
Lane was waving his arms and shouting at
passing cars, and when the officers arrested
him for public drunkenness, a scuffle ensued.
Both officers testified that Lane repeatedly
tried to kick the patrol car's window and
kicked at Harvey's head. Lam said he was
kicked in the elbow as he tried to restrain
Lane. Harvey saidhe was kicked in the hand as
he tried to protect his head
Patrolman Ronald Dove testified that Lane
had kicked him in the face; but no charges
were brought by Dove.
Lane told substitute Judge James Sipe, "I
really don't remember doing what they say I
did. That, to me, means they are not telling the
truth."
Sipe had a different explanation for the
memory lapse.
"I think you had too much to drink," he said
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No students show for SGA Speakout Forum

By TAMMY MOONEY
Except for the Executive
Council,
three
Student
Government
Association
Senators and a news writing
student, no James Madison
University students attended
the SGA's Speakout Forum
Wednesday night.
SGA President Lynn Tipton
said, "What are we supposed
to think when students don't
show up? One, they have no
complaints. Two, they didn't
know about it. Three, they just
don't care.
"If people are dissatisfied,
they'll come and complain."

Senators, Council, one student attend
Eagle Hall resident said, "I
heard nothing about it. I don't
think anyone around here
heard anything about it. I
don't think they publicized it
enough."
Holly Kirby, senator from
Eagle Hall said she did not put
a poster up. When asked why
she thought no one showed up
at the forum, she said, "I'd
rather not give a comment."
Janet Dowd, the other Eagle
Hall senator, said she put a

enough. I don't think enough
people knew about it."
Durrette said he had put up a
sign.
Dawn Smith, senator from
Dingledine Hall, also did not
put a sign up. "I think it's one
of two reasons (why no
students attended): They're
satisfied with what the SGA
has done and is doing or
they're just apathetic.
"The forum was at Miller
101 and it was like 'Okay, you

were going to show up.
When asked why third-year
students had to have physicals
this year, and that it was
believed at the end of last year
that these were done away
with, Tipton said "Chuck
Cunningham left the wrong
opinion with students. He
wanted to be able to claim that
it was a victory over the administration. It was Chuck's

way of having a last minute
victory and he needed one, to
be honest."
Tipton said that she knew
that juniors would have an
alternative to the physical.
Cunningham, last year's
SGA
president,
was
unavailable for comment.
Tipton said that she thinks
the SGA as a whole has done
an outstanding job.
She said the forum was to be
the main kick-off for ideas on
projects to work on next
semester.

434-2282

Tipton: "What are we supposed to think when students
Apprentice
Shelley

don't show up? One, they have no complaints. Two,
they didn r know about it. Three, they just don't care."
Tipton said students didn't
attend possibly because SGA
senators were negligent in
their duties and The Breeie
did not make as much of an
issue of the forum as she had
hoped.
But an article announcing
the forum appeared on page
four of the Nov. 16 issue of The
Breeie. The forum has also,
been mentioned in several
other news articles.
Senators
were
asked
several times by Legislative
Vice President Brian Skala to
post signs announcing the
forum in the halls they
represent, Skala said.
Kathy Cozad, a first-year

sign up about a week ago.
Kenny Sothoron, Weaver
Hall senator, said he did not
put a sign up. "It's definitely
got to be lack of publicity , and
nobody cared probably.
I
think if I had put up a sign it
wouldn't have done any

«ood."

Judy Morris, senator from
Converse Hall, also did not put
a sign up. "I think a lot of
people do have complaints,
but they just hope others will
go and say them for them. I'm
sure a lot of it was just not
knowing about it," she said.
David Durrette, Hanson'
Hall senator, said, "I don't
think it was publicized

all come to us,' and nobody
came. Students don't have the
time or don't want to make the
time to come express their
feelings."
These senators all said that
they did not have the time to
put up signs announcing the
forum.
Skala said, "I asked them to
do it. I can't require them to
do it. I can't enact legislation
on the floor. I tried my best to
get the senators to do it.
He added, "The senators
just got caught with their
pants down."
Senator Matt Merritt asked
several questions after it was
apparent that no students

Great Cuts
268 Newman Avenue
Hamsonburg, VA

Only $5.00

PUTS A
SOLITAIRE
PENDANT AND
EARRING SET
IN EASY REACH
FORCHRISTMAS.
THE SET $8995!
ZALES
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If you're looking fora
challenge, look to Army ROTC
and find out what excitement
is all about. You'll get the mental
and physical challenges provided by
Army ROTC adventure training programs ... orienteering, survival training, white water raft trips, and a lot of
other sports you've probably never
tried before. Army ROTC ... live with

ARMY ROTC
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LEARN WHAT
IT TAKES TO LEAD
For More Information Contact:

Cpt.Ed Hoffer or Cpt. Nat Power
JMU Dept. of Military Science
1st Floor Maury Hall
433-6355
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WINTER & SPRING BREAKS
DON'T BE LEFT OUT! Join 1000's of students from over
400 represented universities Soak up the sun this D«c. 1
Jan. In Ft. Laudardala. Imagine $89 lor round trip transportation and S119 tor 1 nights deluxe ocaanfront lodging and
that's not all. there's a tree car rental and tret Disney
World excursion included with every package! Or how
about a winter break at the student ski vacation capitol —
Mount Snow, Vermont. You'll have a fantastic time on the
slopes and there's a smorgasbord of apre's ski activities
including free beer bashes, pizza parties and a moonlight
cross country ski outing. The price? It's an unbelievable
$134 tor condominium lodging or $164 lor hotel lodging
which includes 5 breakfasts and 5 dinners. All rates include 5 nights lodging and a 5 day lilt ticket.

WE'VE GOT EM!
AT SUPER DEALS.
CAMPUS VACATION ASSOCIATIONS

SNOWMESTER
SK,WEEKS
FLORIDA
DAYTONA&FT. LAUD.

Spring break? Yes we've got it, to the worlds most famous
beach
Oaytona Beach. It's only $89 lor round trip
transportation and $104 lor 7 nights deluxe ocaanfront
lodging. Last year over 100.000 students vacationed on
the 22 mile beach strip, why not become part of it? Space
is limited • first comers get best hotels & rooms.
FOR A BROCHURE, RESERVATIONS AND INFORMATION
CALL YOUR ON CAMPUS REP:

JOHN LAVERTY
BRUCE SIMMONS

.^vYiT.
433-3645

OR CHECK YOUR SCHOOL BULLETIN BOARDS.
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Ms. editor claims
rights fight in clanger
By IAN KATZ
Women must face the fact
that their battle for equal
rights is in danger, Ms.
magazine editor Letty Cottin
Pogrebin said Thursday in
Grafton-Stovall Theater.
"We have come a long
way," Pogrebin said. "But
we're going backwards."
When Pogrebin married in
1963, "Women would rather
marry power than be power."
Marriage "made the man a
person and the woman a role.
If women had brains, they hid
them," she said.
Women also faced hardships in the 1960's when
looking for job advancement,
she said. "If a woman asked
for a raise she would be called
a castrated bitch."
She quoted actress Mario
Thomas as saying, "For a
man to be ruthless hie must be
Atilla the Hun. For a woman
to be ruthless she only has to
put you on hold."
In the 1970s women stopped
pretending to be inferior. "But
women's oppression is still not
taken seriously," she said.
Pogrebin
attacked
President Reagan's ideas on
the Equal Rights Amendment,
the Occupational Safety and
Health Act, defense spending,
abortion and budget cuts.
Reagan is "the first
president to oppose equal
rights," she said.
Reagan's method of dealing
with discrimination against
women "is doing very little for
us. Without the ERA, we are
only as strong as the current
administration wants us to
be," she said.
Reagan's attempt to ease
safety
requirements
in
business limits women's job
opportunities, Pogrebin said.
Pogrebin was especially
critical of Reagan's ideas on
abortion.
The
Reagan
administration's fight against
abortion "is a holy war on
women's freedom," Pogrebin
said. Proposals to declare a

fetus a person "destines
young mothers to lives of
hopeless despair" and "gives
the fetus more rights than the
mother.
"The administration that
wants to give freedom to the
corporate world is coming into
our bedrooms to take control
of our bodies," Pogrebin
added.
Pogrebin expressed concern
over Reagan's budget cuts.
"Six times as much money is
spent to equip a soldier than to
educate an American."
Asked if she thought women
should be drafted to fight in
wars, Pogrebin said, "I
believe in equal responsiblity
and equal rights, but I don't
feel women have that
responsiblity if they don't
have equal rights."
Concerning current fiscal
policies, she said "Reagan
doesn't seem to know mat
women's issues are economic
issues." Too much money is
being spent on defense while
"the welfare mothers of 1981
must survive on 1974 dollars."
Pogrebin said, "Women still
raise their sons to be
somebody and their daughters
to be housewives.

• Gra/fxri
(Continued'from page 3)
"During the Vietnam war,
the peace sign appeared
anywhere from the White
House lawn to tanks on the
battlefield," he added.
Law school bathrooms are
often a primary source for
graffiti because the writing
combines political, sexual and
artistic sentiments to provide
entertaining and humorous
reading, Busching said. He
noted graffiti has emerged as
an artistic and competitive
skill in areas such as New
York City, where authors sign
their names on works and
compete for dangerously
visible territory.

THE BODY WRAP
What it the ultimate BODY WRAP* CREME?
It hates fat. Call it cellulite or baby fat.
The BODY WRAP CREME think; fit has no place
on a v oman who thinks well of herself. Its only
purpose in life is to get rid of unwanted,
unlovely fat.And it does. Tenderly. Definitely.
Because fat is your enemy. And the BODY WRAP
CREME is the best friend any body can have.

■

ALL YOU CAN EAT
SALAD BAR
FOR

1.49

Route 33, East

• One coupon per customer
per visit
• Good only in

Harrisonburg
Sunday Novim^9m j

• Offer expires

51 Court Squirt Village
Please call for an appointment

%*.

414-9469
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
CP*P

CCM

SEMI-FORMAL

For individual steH help. CP
and P presents. "Career Question*," a
weekly service. 13 p.m., Tuesdays. Thl»
service is designed especially for underclassmen lo discuss choosing- a
maior and omer career questions. First
come, first-served basis

Catholic messes on campus
are held 430 p.m . Thursdays, Religious
Center; 5 p.m . Saturdays, Room 0.
wcc. Sundays, 10T30 am and noon.
Ballroom, WCC

The inter hell
council is
sponsoring a semi formal dance to be
held from 1 1730 p m Dec. II. Godwin
Hall Tickets are 35 per couple In ad
vance. 36 at the door. Tickets go on sale
Nov. 30. UPB Box Office and at
residence halls

CP and P wilt present. "Getting Your
Act Together." to be held 3-4 p.m.. Dec.
13 The first part of the workshop will
cover writing a lob objective, filling out
the placement file and effective lob
hunting methods. The second part will
focus on the on-campus interview
procedure Sign-up in advance.
CP and P presents. Resume Cover
Letter Reviews." a weekly service. »
u»30 a.m.. Thursdays Bring typed
resume in finished form tar individual
staff assistance. First come, firstserved basis.

The coordinating committee will meet
5-6-45 p.m. Dec. l. Jackson. 103.

FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
ABORTION SERVICES
ALTERNATIVE COUNSELING
BIRTH CONTROL
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
BOARD CERTIFIED GYNECOLOGISTS
ALL SERVICES ARE CONFIDENTIAL

INTRAMURALS
The sign-up
deadline to'
Bowling intramurals is noon, Dec. 9 at
the intramural bulletin board across
from Godwin 103. The cost is *0 cents per
person, 4 to a team. Play will begin 10-1
p.m . OK. 13. at the Valley Lanes.

The Journey of Faith series continues.
l p.m., Dec. 3 at the Religious Center.
There will be a Reconciliation Service
at 7pm. Dec 13, South Ballroom. WCC
Dec « is the Feast of the immaculate
Conception Masses will be held at 5-30
and 7 p.m., Room D, WCC

100 W. Warfiirigtori St* rfcfHitown, MD 21740 •301-733-2400

BASKETBALL TOURNEY

Layman's Automotive
& Towing Service

Tickets to the Richmond
Times-Dispatch. Basketball tournament
on Dec. 39 and 30 are on sale through Dec
1. at the JMU athletic ticket office.
Godwin Hall. The cost for both nights is
330

ESCORT SERVICE

CP and P presents,
'Resume
Writing," from 1-3 p.m., Dec. 13. Learn
which techniques of resume writing are
successful and how to prepare an appropriate cover letter. The purpose,
content types and mechanics of resumes
will be explained. Sign-up In advance.

Hagerstown Reproductive
Health Services

Escort services are available to
women who need to be out en campus
after dark. To arrange tar an escort, call
the TK E off ice at 7461, the AXP office at
saw or San or campus security cadets at
6361 Hours TKE 10 13, Frlflay through
Saturday, AXP-f-13 Sunday through
Thursday. IF YOU USE THESE
SERVICES
MAKE SURE
YOUR
ESCORT
HAS
APPROPRIATE
IDENTIFICATION

Formerly College "66"

CAPS ft GOWNS
Seniors completing
requirements
for
graduation
In
December and will be returning In May
to participate in the graduation exercise
may pick up their cap and gown In the
bookstore before leaving tar the
holidays

Has moved its Service Department to
66 Waterman Drive.
Gas Will Still Be Available
At College "66", 701 Port Road.
Free Pick Up & Delivery Service From
College "66"to Waterman Drive
for A u tomotive Service.
Complete Auto Care
24 Hour Wrecker Service

Use this format to submit
announcements to The Breeze:
WHO is doing WHAT,
WHEN(time,date),
WHERE
Deadlines:

Monday issue

Air Conditioning Repair
wheel Balancing
Road Service
Tires * Batteries
Mechanic on Duty
Brake Service
Mufflers A Exhaust Systems

5 p.m. Friday

Thursday issue

434-0691

5 p.m. Monday

Robert Layman, Owner

-

■Wine and Cheese Bar
Sample 6 different
wines & various cheeses
All at one Low Price.
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
HAPPY HOUR ALL NIGHT
Tuesday Night is
"Get Back With jack"
51 Court Square
Downtown Harrisonbur£
434-3664
*

IMG
AT

james madison
university

University
Community
Orchestra
Tuesday, November 24,1981
8 P.M. in Wilson Hall
$1.00 Donation
Tickets available at the door

.

.", ',..''

.i ■
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IijSide

cArts C& People

Momentum never becomes static

By Dr. RALPH ALAN COHEN
Last week's production of Phoef Sutton's play,
Momentum, was a significant event in this university's growth toward excellence. Those who saw
Momentum sampled the richest fruit yet of JMU's
theatre program: the polished production of a work
by a bona fide JMU student — a work that rivals the
dramatic puzzles of Tom Stoppard, the parodies of
Mel Brooks and the early comedy of Woody Allen.
Sutton's Pendragon Institute was a hit here in 1979.
Both that play and Momentum are parodies; Pendragon mocks Arthurian legend, and Momentum
lampoons crime thrillers. Superficially, the formula
for such parodies is simple: take stock characters,
familiar plots, and cliched language; mix well; and
turn the whole mixture upside down. Thus a
firebreathing, virgin-eating dragon becomes a
vegetarian, or a rapist insists on paying more blackmail money than his blackmailer had in mind.
What raises Momentum so far above Pendragon
and more famous "send-ups" like Young Frankenstein and Blazing Saddles is that Sutton, rather than
simply stringing together a series of clever bits from
other works, has woven the strands of his material
with such economy, precision, and wit that he has
written a wholly original play with a life of its own.
Though he occasionally settled for the cute
"schtick," Sutton has largely managed to subordinate all the details to the whole. His characters act,
interact, and overact in every conceivable combination and yet retain, their distinct personalities.
The profusion of plots coalesce logically best of all,
the language in his play has all the fine madness of
Stoppard and builds with the epigrammatic force of
Lubitsch. As Jerry, the play's hammy fatalist would
put it: the whole thing seems so inevitable.
But any sports announcer can — and will — tell
you that Momentum comes from team effort. No
work this complex could succeed without intelligent
direction and talented acting, and Roger Hall and
Company rise to the occasion of their wonderful new
play.
Hall is the rare director who manages to keep innovation and experiment alive and well but always in
the service of entertainment. Clarity above cleverness; fun above profundity; theatre above theme.
Above all, his productions consistently "work," and
Momentum is his finest moment yet.
Using Stephen Perez's yard sale set and Allen
Lyndrup's flashy lighting, Hall moves the action with
seamless transitions between half a dozen locales, A
Miller High Life sign lowers and stage left suddenly
becomes a bar; a flip of a blackboard and —
presto — an entire interstate system appears.
Though each setting is clearly distinguished from the
others, the stage business is never confined, and the
action frequently connects material at opposite ends
of the stage. The result is that the play never becomes
static.

MARK LEGAN IS surprised by a switchblade held by Dan Meyers in a scene from Momentum.
Contributing to this flux is the fact that all five
actors are constantly on stage, and they must be
congatulated as much for fading out of the spotlight
as for their performances in it. As a team they are
unqualified winners. Their few individual shortcomings stem largely from the fantastics they must
play.
For example, Barry Mulligan must struggle with a
character who, though once a sixties radical, now
loves a frigid PTL member enough to kill for her. In
his search for the middle ground between the
character's insecurity and his growing egotism,
Mulligan settles for coyness. Although he succeeds in
charming us with his angular self-consciousness, he
sacrifices our sense of his involvement in the story.
Likewise, Dan Myers must play a middle-aged
executive who is easily unhinged by an understanding wife but who is quite at home with a
switchblade. The dual duties of motivating such a
character and of playing a middle-aged man weigh
heavily on Myers, but he manages to carry off his
difficult assignment.
The most startling performance is Susan Burrell's
Babs. The conviction she brings to her role of enraged

victim adds an unexpected dimension to the play —
a tension outside itself. By making the audience feel
that at any moment her anger can destroy the play's
comic tone, she menaces our complacency. We
cannot keep the play so easily at a distance, because
she can — and does — push the drama off the stage.
Debbie Laumand's performance as Ellen "Do-youwant-to-talk-about-it?"
Hopley
is
a
comic
masterpiece.
The
woman who convulsed summer dinner theatre
audiences with a twitch of her big toe proves again
that her body and her face are precision instruments.
She not only makes funny the play's central joke and
ultimate reversal — goodness is evil — she also
makes it believable.
In Woody Allen fashion, Mark Legan serves as
chorus for his own story. The part requires instantaneous shifts in tone and voice, and Legan more
than meets the requirement. In a breath he transforms himself from genial host to overblown ham to
frightened innocent. His blending of the art of standup comedy and the art of acting gives Momentum its
coherence.

King Crimson: a n old band with a new sound

Discipline

By CARL McCOLMAN
King Crimson is back — or, at least, a band with the
name King Crimson.
Fans of the original King Crimson (an art rock band
that recorded several topnotch albums from 1966 until
the band broke up in 1974) may or may not enjoy the
new Crimson album, Discipline. Crimson mastermind
Robert Fripp is not recording art rock anymore —
and art rockdiehards will probably not appreciate the
heavily-New York-influenced sound of Discipline. Like
his friend Brian Eno, Fripp has traded in art rock for a
more exciting progressive sound; the new Crimson
sounds somewhat like the recent Talking Heads or the
League of Gentlemen (of which Fripp was a member).
Fripp is the only original member of King Crimson in
the band's new incarnation. Drummer Bill Bruford
played with Crimson from '72-74; but the other two
members of the 1981 Crimson are new to the band.
Bass guitarist Tony Levin played with Peter Gabriel,
John Lennon and Yoko Ono before joining up with
Fripp guitarist — vocalist Adrian Belew was a session
musician on the Talking Head's Remain in Light
The first side of Discipline opens with "Elephant
Talk," a clever and ludicrous song. Immediately the
guitar work demands attention, asFripp's and Belew's
skillful playing creates a jagged, ragged sound. The
next song, "Frame by Frame," is fast, wild, and
•breathtakinRr butthe axwork 1s always so preAjH*. V%fc. \

unbelievable. The side ends with "Indescipline," a
tune with a
nicely textured sound. Levin " arid
Bruiord are more noticeable here; the music has a
definite punch to it, and the lyrics are as indulgent as
the title suggests.
The bass and drums shine again in "Thela Hun
Ginjeet," which opens the second side. Both lyrically
and musically, this song is obviously reminiscent of the
music of Remain in Light. Belew's vocals on this song
remind the listener of the vocals of David Byrne and
Eno on the last Talking Heads album.
If "Thela Hun Ginjeet" is Disciplines primary
example of the New York sound, then "The Sheltering
Sky" is the album's sole art rock venture. 'The
Sheltering Sky" is a seven-minute instrumental along
the same lines of Eno's 1975 art rock masterpiece.
Another Green World.
Robert Fripp's guitar playing' cannot be complimented highly enough. His playing is fast, interesting, melodic, unique, and innovative. He sets a
high standard for his fellow musicians to reach — and
Levin, Bruford and Belew all do their part to meet that
challenge. The combined virtuosity of these four men
is nothing short of superb. Discipline is a stunning
album, and — since only the name of the group is
old — King Crimson is one of the hottest new bands of
. *J¥ ,yfi*F-.
SAV\V.
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UPCOMING
' EVENTS

UNIVERSITY
PROGRAM

BOARD

A Christmas Carol

Tames Madison University
Program Board & Ski Club
present

SmugglerfNotch
^J W

,

Jefferaonville. Vermont 05464

January 2-7

$156.50
A FAMILY HOLIDAY MUSICAL TREAT
DECEMBER 3
WILSON HALL
7:00 pm m
$4.00 w/ID
$6.00 guest
TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE
\

Includes
- lodging in slopeside condominiums
^skiing on 3 mountains
- live bands in The Village
Deposit Due -Nov. 30
STOP BY UPB Office and SIGN UP

RICHARD PRyOR
RfCHR&tHRiJDR

December 4,5

LIVE IX

rovniu

7:30,10:00

! «

G/S Theatre

NMtw'

$1.25w/ID

December 1
7:30,10:00
G/S Theatre

■

■

I

$1.75 guest

uu\m
STUNTMAN

Midnight
Show

mm SIMON PROOUCIIONS ~..
.RKHARORUSH..
PITER 0100LE SIEVERAILSBACK BARBARA HERSHEY

-.

December 4
G/STheatre
HWfWjWI

I I,

$1.00

i
i
i
i

u

THE STUNT MAN

AOINOXRWITl ALEXRQCCO ADAUROARKE

_____

SHARONfARREU PHILIPBRUNS- CMUtX BAH

owmcifomn NORUANGUASII PAUILEWIS
SSmsmon LAWRENCEB MARCUS RICHARDRUSH

R

MARIO~<OSI.ASC

S£is»5. R/CHARO'RUSH I

■ IITMCTID
Nil l>M«ul«IIUM*MI«l

Mm ■ nui ui«ua

December 8,9
_ 7:30,10:00
G/S Theatre

- ..

-

i
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Sports

Duchesses drop season opener

FRESHMAN SUE MALENSKI was high scorer for the Duchesses with 14 points in their loss
to University of Pittsburgh-Johnstown this weekend. It was the team's first game of the
season.

Revenge

By STEVE LOCKARD
<^
Despite a strong freshmen performance, the James"Madison
University women's basketball team lost their 1981-82 season
opener to the University of Pittsburgh-Johnstown 77-61.
The Mountain Cats, a Division III national power, took a 13-12
lead midway through the first half as they cruised to a 36-20
halftime advantage Saturday night at Godwin Hall.
Pittsburgh-Johnstown guards Maureen Latterner and Audie
Truitt combined for 22 first-half points. Latterner, a 5-foot-2
freshman, led all scorers with 21 points.
"I felt our guard play was the difference in the game," stated
the Mountain Cats' coach Clyde Homer. "We were able to dictate
the tempo. Latterner played a great game for us.'
The Duchesses were also led by a freshman as point guard Sue
Manelski pumped in 14 points. Malenski kept JMU close early in
the half by scoring eight points before getting in foul trouble.
Poor shooting and lack of rebounding plagued the Duchesses in
the first half. JMU shot only 31 percent and was out rebounded 2516 in the first 20 minutes of play. The Mountain Cats used their
rebounding advantage to convert numerous fastbreak opportunities.
In the second half, JMU was unable to get closer than 13 points.
The Duchesses' offense, led by two more freshmen, scored 41
second-half points. Freshmen Michele James (12 pts) and Beth
Hamilton (10 pts) each totalled eight points in the second period.
James also led the vteam in rebounding with 12. Senior center
Donna Firebaugh (10 pts) added seven second-half points for
JMU.
. "I was very impressed with JMU's young players," said
Homer. "They made a lot of mistakes but that is to be expected. I
also thought their inside game was strong. They're gonna come
on."
Deana Meadows, last year's leading scored and rebounder,
scored only nine points and collected just two rebounds in the
Duchesses' loss. Meadows, along with Firebaugh, are JMU's
captains.
The Duchesses will return to action tomorrow night when they
host University of Charleston at 7:30 p.m. in Godwin Hall.

Norwood, Jack lead Dukes to win
overETSVin season-ending game

For the James Madison University football team, Saturday
night was a time of revenge and celebration.
The Dukes used a last-second field goal by Scott Norwood and
excellent play by special team members Greg Caldwell and Scott
Jack to defeat East Tennessee State University, 17-14, in the
Buccaneers' domed Memorial Center.
The victory was especially welcome on the JMU side of the field
for many reasons.
Not only did the Dukes fulfill the cliche of "ending the season on
a winning note," they also repaid the Buccaneers for a 28-23 loss
last year that saw East Tennessee rally from a 28-7 deficit.
Winning the final game was made even more gratifying by the
fact that JMU did not have a good season, which many people had
predicted. The Dukes finished with a mark of 3-8 and East Tennessee ended up at 6-5.
"This is a big win for us because we end the season on a winning
note," said JMU Coach Challace McMillin.
"It's about time the breaks went our way — it's been a long
time," said Jack, who created two big breaks.
"The kicking game was a big factor and the defense made a
number of big plays," McMillin said.
The kicking game, and Norwood in particular, has experienced
its share of frustrations this year. Before the season, Norwood
received recognition as one of the top kickers in the country.
Once the season started, Norwood's honors were forgotten as
the team got off to its worst start ever. Norwood's start was not
much better — he went six games before getting his first field
goal.
The fault was not entirely Norwood's, however, as his first six
attempts were all outside 40 yards. Then, with the Hampton Institute game on the line, Norwood slipped while attempting the
potential game-winning field goal and the Pirates hung on to win.
Past disappointment had no effect on Norwood when he attempted a 20-yard field goal with four seconds left in the game. An
injury to long snapper Greg Dyer almost did, however, Dyer, a
defensive lineman, bruised his foot late in the game and was not
able to snap on the play.
In the confusion, and with Dyer out, holder Jerry Roadcap was
forced to field a low snap. The back-up quarterback got the ball up
and made the hold. "It was a fantastic hold. He's done a fantastic
job all year," said Norwood.
See REVENGE, page 10

CHUCK MAY had a one-yard touchdown run Saturday to help the Dukes defeat East Tennessee State University 17-14 and end the season with a win. The team finished with a 3-8
record.
iML. '
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if Revenge-

Volleyball team loses in region

(continued from page 9)
And was Norwood bothered
when East Tennessee called
two timeouts before he attempted the game-winning
field goal? "It was just that
much longer before they lost,"
said Norwood.
Norwood's kicking partner,
Greg Caldwell, also had a
good day. Caldwell averaged
48.7 yards on nine punts, once
coming close to hitting the 120foot high cieling. He gave the
Dukes an advantage in field
position throughout the game.
Caldwell's game average
and his seasonal average
(40.9), both broke records he
previously held.
It was a day of revenge for
Jack, also a starting defensive
end. In last season's loss to the
Buccaneers, Jack missed an
assignment on a fake punt
which enabled East Tennessee to continue a drive late
in the game.
This year was another
matter. With 3:30 left in the
game and the score 14-14, the
Bucs were faced with a fourthand-one at their own 35-yard
line.
East Tennessee punter Phil
Wilson decided to try to repeat
his performance from last
year and run for the first
down, but this time Jack
stopped him for no gain. Thai
Dukes then drove to the
Buccaneer 3-yard line before
Norwood's field goal.
"I was thinking about last
year when I forgot my containment on the backside,"
said Jack. "This year I
remembered that very well. It
was very much on my mind."
Jack was not the only Duke
to remember Wilson's run.
"We were hollering, 'fake
punt, fake punt,' " said McMillin. "Last year that ended
up beating us, so we were
looking for it."

SETBACK PACKY TURNER was the Dukes' second-leading
receiver this season.
In the second quarter East
Carlisle. "We lost the option
Tennessee jumped out to a 7-0
after that."
lead when Earl Farrell (25
After Nault's injury, the
carries, 128 yards) ran nine
Dukes took over at their own
yards for a touchdown.
22-yard line. Chuck May went
On the Buccaneer's next
off tackle for one yard and a
possession, they suffered a
touchdown to cap an ll-play
costly loss when JMU
drive and tie the score.
defensive end Bryan Arnone
Jack set up JMU's other
sacked quarterback Scott
touchdown
when he forced a
Nault, who left the game with
bad pitch by Padgett. Mike
a knee injury.
Ar ring ton recovered at the
At the time, Nault was
Buccaneer 10-yard line, and
seven for 13 with 78 yards
passing and was running the
two plays later quarterback
Bucs' option offense well. His
Tom Bowles ran nine yards
replacement, Jeff Padgett,
for the score early in the third
finished the game with no
quarter.
completions in four attempts.
With 13 minutes to go in the
"When Scott was knocked
game, the Bucs tied the score
out of the game, that killed us
on a one-yard run by Farrell
offensively,"
said
East
to set the stage for Norwood's
Tennessee
Coach
Jack
field goal.

By IAN KATZ
When the AIAW Region II volleyball championships
began last Thursday at Francis Marion College in South
Carolina, the James Madison University women's team
had just won the Virginia AIAW title and was confident of
its chances of reaching the final round in the regional
tournament.
When the Duchesses were eliminated one full day
before the finals, they left knowing they had played far
below their potential.
JMU lasted for three matches in the tournament, far
fewer than had been expected.
The Duchesses were flat from the beginning, losing to
Francis Marion, 15-10, 15-4, Thursday night.
"We were scared," said junior Heather Hilliard, one of
three Duchesses to be named All-VAIAW after the season.
"We were really nervous because we had never seen any
of those teams play before. We didn't know what to expect."
On Friday morning the Duchesses' sluggish play
continued as JMU was whipped by the University of North
Carolina at Charlotte, 15-8, 15-11.
JMU managed its only win of the tournament Friday
afternoon when it defeated Bellarmine College, 15-2, 2-15,
15-12. The win failed to qualify the Duchesses for any
further play.
Team members were disappointed with their showing.
"We expected to do a lot better than we did," said freshman Sheila Chittams. "If we played up to our potential,
we could have been one of the top teams in the tournament."
"I'm disappointed with the way our season ended,"
Hilliard said, "but next year should be better. I think we'll
be a powerhouse next year."

Wrestlers take second place
The James Madison University wrestling team finished
an impressive second in the Turkey Bowl Open this
weekend.
Host team Navy won the team competition in the eightteam tournament with 60:11 points. JMU was second with
41*4, Lockhaven State third with 39% amd North Carolina
State fourth with 38>/i.
The Dukes' benefited from a first-, a second- and three
third-place finishes in individual competition.
Paul Morina won the championship in the 167-lb. weight
class with a perfect 4-0 mark. The junior recorded three
pins.
Freshman Dave Stanton was second in the heavyweight
division with a 3-1 record.
Dennis Herndon (5-1 at 118 lbs.), Bob Carmichael (4-1
with at 134 lbs.) and Dan Corbin (4-1 at 177 lbs.), all were
third-place finishers

. .... _

Look what's cookin at

Will Hold a Record Convention
& Show on Dec. 5,
from 10:30 am - 5:00 pm in the
South Ballroom of
Warren University Union.

THOUSANDS OF
RECORDS, TAPES
8B RELATED ITEMS WILL
BE AVAILABLE
This is your best chance to pick up records
you've been looking for, from Rock,Soul,
Country, Pop, Classical, etc. Admission is a
dollar and the first 25 people will receive a
album

SHONEYS
"fcu get a big, tender boneless breast
of all-white chicken, served with spaghetti,
and both covered with a steaming ladle
of Shoneys own meaty tomato sauce.
On the side, theres warm, toasted grecian
bread and all the hot homemade soup
and garden fresh salad you can eat.
Thats quite a value. Thats our way of
saying thank you for coming to Shoneys.

The
Italian Feast
*379
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Classifieds
For Sale
FOR
SALE:
1^73 VW
Super-beetle. Newly rebuilt
motor. Newly painted. Come
see it and make offer.
Telephone
249-5164.
FOR SALE: Male housing
contract available for spring
semester. Call 433-3369, or
write F. Ligsay at P.O. 2054,
campus mail.
FOR 8ALE OR RENT: In the
city, two story brick house
featuring three bedrooms,
living room, dining room,
kitchen, bath, pine floors, full
basement on a nice size lot.
Only $45,900. Call Sandy
Marshall, 2B9-5526 or Home
Law
Realty,
433-2464.

DOONESBURY
mm, BEFORE i WORK UP A

PROGRAM PJRWU,W HAVE 10 UNPERSTANPTHEKEYTOREAGANSPOPU! LARTTY. GARRY WILLS PUT IT BEST
1
WHEN HE WROTE, "REAGAN DOES,
NOT MEAN THE
MEANNESS OF
HIS VIEWS."

NEO-NICE*
unarm
\ (TPOmCAL
I PHILOSOPHY
IS THAT?

rr'SNICENESS
WITH A LIBERAL
MCE- NICENESS
-m ACTUALLY
CARES
- \

MUST SELL: Acoustic 150
guitar amp many special
features
$200.
Emerson
cassette recorder with AC
adaptor $15. Realistic car
cassette deck $20.
Sterling .22 automatic with
holster $80. Two man pack
tent $25. Two adorable kittens,
FREE. 433-9852, ask for JJ.
FOR SALE: Surplus Jeep.
Value $3094, sold for $33. Call
602-941-6014 ext 8290 for information
on
buying.
BUY NEW FURNITURE AT
WHOLESALE OR BELOW
AT Harrisonburg Discount
Furniture. We sell name
brand factory seconds, closeouts, scratch and dent, etc.
One block North of Roses off
Rt. 11 on West Johnson Street.
Next to Rockingham Bag Co.
and Harrisonburg Ceramics.
Open 104 Monday-Sat. 4339532.
FOR SALE: Original advent
walnut speakers with new
external supertweeters. Pair
$175. 433-8702.

WALTER, EXACTLYwar

mm. IT HAS
KINP OF PHILOSOPHY T08ETD
ARE WELOOKING
THELEFTOF
\FORHERE?ANY
REAGAN, AW,
* GUIDELINES?
PREFERABLY,
TOTHERJGHT
\
OFKENNEPY.

Stars+On*Campus

by Garry Trudeau
MEANING HEfS A NICE 6UY.
MEAN THATSEEMSTOCOUNTF0RA
IN6? LOT. YOU CAN BE SHALLOW,
INSENSITIVE, OP HOPELESSLY
/
OUT OF TOUCH, BUT IF YOU'RE
NK£ABM>
rr.ALLis
FORGIVEN!

WU SEE, WALTER.THE TRICK
IS TO GET PEOPLE10 THINK
YOURE SO PARN AFFABLE
WAT MAYBE YOUR POLICIES AP&tT SO BAP
AFTERALL.

I5EE.HAVEY0U
CONSIDERED ONE OF
THE NEW HYBRID
PHILOSOPHIES, ALA
HART0R.TS0N6AS?
\

WMEAHTHE
NEW REALISM*
I PONT mow,
Tier SEEM TO
BETRyiNGTO
HAVE IT BOTH
WAYS. I WANT
SOMEORJ&NAL
INSIGHTS.^

SOS LOSING. TRUST ME,
BUT
WALTER, WNEWA NEW
NICE IS POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY
BORING. FOP, THEEMmS. NICE
/
ISTHEWAY TOGO\

OH..
/

NOW, THEN, m'LL NEW
SOME ANECDOTES. REAGAN
HAS SHOWN US THAT THERE
IS NOTHING LIKE A 600P
STORY'TO DISTRACTPEOPLE
FROM THE BUSINESS
AT HAND. \

I'LL BE CANDID WITH YOU, DUANE.
UITH MY LIBERAL PAST PISCPEPITW,
I'M LOOKING FOR A WHOLE NEW SYSTEM OF POLITICAL VALUES. IPONT
NEW SPEOFKSYBT, BUT IPO NEED
TO KNOW WHAT I
STAND FOR. CAN"
tiUHELPMS?

WELL, IMNOTSURE
YET, WALTER. HOW
MUCH ARE YOU WILLING TO SPEND?
\

™!™3
%*££■
™NOT
AFRAIDOF
l

by Pat Butters, Paul Doherty

FOR SALE: Female housing
contract. Call Sara 4344256;
P.O. 3566 available immediately.
FOR SALE: Excellent deal.
Stereo equipment in very good
condition. Two criterion 50-A
speakers ($90 for pair); dual
1009 turntable ($60). Call Bob
Bersson at home (433-1071)
between 8 a.m. and 11 p.m. or
leave message at Art
Department
(6216).

For Rent
OFF-CAMPUS
HOUSING
FOR SECOND SEMESTER:
Student house for females. 4 %
blocks from campus, semifurnished, reasonable rents.
Single and double rooms. Call
434-8206.
FOR RENT: Brand-new
carpeted
one
bedroom
apartment, available January
1, 1982, on Norwood St.
(behind Bonanza).
Fully
equipped kitchen. Security
deposit and lease required. No
pets.
Call
434-2449.
APARTMENT FOR RENT:
Across from JMU
Two
bedrooms furnished. Four
people $100 each. (Price includes heat and water). Call
Debra at 434-3491 after 7 p.m.
or leave name and phone
number in mail slot at 715
South Main St. Apartment 7
(beside of Baptist Student
Union).

Campus Quo

by Paula Dubil
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For Rent
HARRIS GARDENS
APARTMENTS:
Country
atmosphere with city conveniences.
Two-bedroom
apartments now available.
Ideally suited for two
roommates. $240 per month,
includes all utilities. One year
leases. City bus transportation to our own bus stop.
Call Bob Rivera at 434-6569.

by Bryan Gallagher

Zor
Zor 13 di/v\bi/VJ Vijorooliy
3ft-«r- +ht bcaotifuL,

e4txA-..£ac£J

FOR RENT: Two or three
bedroom
apartment
in
Weyers Cave. $265 per month.
Everything included.
Available early December.
Call
234-8100
after
5.
FOR RENT: One bedroom
apartment close to JMU and
shopping. All appliances. $210
per month. 433-0636 603
Hawkins St. Apartment C.
ONE PRIVATE ROOM FOR
RENT: Share kitchen, bath
and den. Ten minute walk
from campus. $86.00 a month
rent Also a room for two
females. $62.50 per month per
Krson. Contact Sonja or
itti. 433-9503.

by Dave McConnell, Scott McClelland

Morbid Comics
NATH6M. UOSt THOU
>£A,GOOD ft ARV,
TO ATTEND 6Ht mfST SVfte Be
iE 50QAL THIS E\J£? PRe$£NTT<? HCAR..

fllwi/SKE PLANS

ROOM FOR RENT: One more
female needed in Squire Hill
apartment
for
second
semester. Rent only $91.25
(plus electricity). Includes
washer and dryer. Convenient
bus service from Howard
Johnson's yet within walking
distance. Call Terri, 433-352*
ROOMMATE
WANTED:
Park Crest townhouse, own
bedroom, all appliances, good
location, available Dec. 18.
Call 433-0228.

by Lance Foster

Foster Dog

Help Wanted
OVERSEAS JOBS: Summer
and year round. Europe, S.
America, Australia, Asia. All
fields. $50041200 monthly.
Sightseeing. Free info. Write
UC Box 52-VA-4 Corona Del
Mar, CA 92625.

Services
EXPERT TYPIST: Secretary
working on campus mornings
will type afternoons and
evenings, $1.00 per page, elite
type, paper included. Call
after 1:30 p.m. to 434-7508.
TYPING SERVICE: 18 years
experience;
dissertations,
theses, reports, etc. Double
spaced material 85 cents per
page. Call Mrs. Price, 8799935.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
SERVICES
AVAILABLE:
Term
papers,
theses,
resumes, etc. available IBM
Selectric, too. Call 433-8685.
ELECTRONIC
EARRING
AND PIN: Hot, red Love Lite
comes complete with a minibattery. Guaranteed to lite up
your nite life. Send $6.00 for
one or $10.00 for two to:
TRADING,
Box
1007-A,
Warwick,
R.I.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
SERVICE: Both pica and elite
on self-correcting typewriter.
Call Mary Lou Glick. 879-9962.
CUSTOM MATTING AND
FRAMING: Museum
mounting, french matting,
frame and art restoration.
Reasonable prices. Pick up
and
delivery.
433-8766.
VINTAGE
CLOTHING:
I890's-I920's.
Yesterday's
collectibles, 115 W. Water St.
434-1955. Open 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
everyday.

Personals
ANNE BABY: J Perry sends
his love and fragments of his
guitar.
D.W.
JIMMY EDWARDS: Ever
since you've started working
out on the turf, we haven't
gotten any homework done.
Everytime you stretch your
muscles, you stretch our
imaginations. You must have
some pretty limber muscles
by now. Need any exercise
partners? From AN EAGLE'S
EYE
VIEW
TO MY SKYDIVING BUDDIES, SCOTT AND KEVIN:
It was a real thrill, but let's
pick a safer sport next time,
like hang gliding. Love,
NUMBER THREE.
P.S.
Ducks are number one.
SUICIDE
DUCKS:
Congratulations on a 4-0
season. Get that Duck spirit
back together in time for the
playoffs. You've overcome it
before, and you can overcome
it again. The tremendous
handicap, the "GIANT D".
See ya in the pond. Love, THE
DUCKETTES

JAMES F. QUIGG: Thanks
for being a great adopted
brother and a terrific person.
D.
BUNNY RASCAL: Thanks for
being such a pal and helping
me get settled in this crazy,
wacko place. I hope you
haven't given up on me as
your
lucky
charm-What
gambling madness is that?
Stay beautiful and special.
Love
you.
LEESH
THE BROTHERS OF KAPPA
KAPPA PSI: Would like to
congratulate and welcome the
Gamma Pledge class into our
brotherhood; David Atkins,
Audrey Bright and Mark
King.
CHANDLER HALL: Thanks
for the crabfeast, basketball
game? shaving cream fight,
mountain trip, long talks,
movies-"is it over yet?"
happy hours. Bow Room trip,
lunches at salads plus, breakfasts in 7 >2 minutes, munchies at all hours, EN trips,
mubar, Rick James, swinging
times at the park, guitar solos,
trouble games, and especially
for all the notes, visits, smiles,
and hugs that have made this
semester terrific* DENrSE

Dear Jim: Thank you for
being so patient with me. I
love you. Jeanie
THE SENATOR is alive and
Ricking at JMU. Bruce and
Larry can testify to that. Long
live the SENATOR. Signed,
S.C.
LOST:
Two
periods
desperately longed for. If
found please return. We have
no need for offspring. A.N. &
J.B.
KF, NR, SO, SM & CF: (Old
Ding
B304),
Hi
old
suitemates! Just a laugh
about last year-bundt cake,
macaroni,
lots of GH
(especially Alan and Susan),
John, Roger. George, Rick, (I
better stop before I say
anyone who goes here use
your
imagination),
and
consideration. Keep laughing.
KF
Susan Smith in TriSig
I know you and you know
me. but that's not enough. If I
'wait to long, you might start
thinking of me as just a friend,

if you don't already — and we
will miss our chance at love.
Be patient with me. The Shy
Admirer

No Fat Guys: Over
Thanksgiving remember: the
only good fat guy is a no fat
guy! Skycat
RADICAL ROBOT:
Remember Dinner is at 7:00.
The Castle is being prepared
for New Year's Eve. L.D.B.
SAL: Welcome back to the
real world of eating. Just keep
away from runaway racquet
balls and elbows! 1356 SOUTH
MAIN
WALT IS YOUR NAME:
Quick, Duck, here is an outline
of this ad, (pause, tilt, smile)
hey, let's go to Trotter's; get
some spam, but I don't like
spam. Have you talked to an
R.A. lately? You do like them,
don't you? I don't know!
Wooop! Howdy, welcome to
Emil's. What is your quest?
To get to Sweet Briar? or to
get a swallow-African or
European? Hmmm. I don't
know! All in all (pause, tilt,
smile) it was a great conference. Weil have to do it
again soon. Maybe JM's
maybe The Ramada Inn
Disco. Regards, THE APPLE
DOWDY BOYS
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HUFFMAN CRAZIES: 111
always
remember
this
semester, and our suite.
Heidi-urn,
urn,
bagels,
Spanky's.Noelle-Steve,
Firebird, isn't that cute? R.A."For Your Eyes Only," Hello!
T.W.-Wilson, Haggard
(Argh!)
Finally,
Babar
chocolate,
Ziggy, Sodas,
popcorn, and being the bestest
ever roommate. Take care
over Thanksgiving-Pig Out!
D.D.
TO THE LUDE IN 143:
Thanks for everything, the
tubbies. and letting me be me.
Steve-thanks for the hugs.
Keith-thanks for the friendship that means so much to
me. Andy-thanks for accepting me and all our special
times together, I'll see you on
Friday.
Love
ya'U
SWEETHEART

BOO.
BILLY,
BARB:
Congrats on making the Y!.
The Kin is proud you made it.
We'll have a great TURKEY
DAY in Florida with the old
lady, right? Love, MOMMIE
DEAREST
Heidi in Logan 205
Have a great Turkey Day!
Sorry we haven't met face to
face like planned. Call you
when we get back or you can
call me. at 4448. Phone
Phantom

JELLY: But all wt have is
billions and billions. Will that
be enough? The starship is
loaded and ready to go. Don't
tell any friends to wait for you, thirty thousand years is a long
time. Target date-June 5.
There
be.
PILGRIM
WOODPECKER. PS. Don't
go yellin at any waitresses
now,
hear?
POODER: Happy Turkey
Day. This will be the best one
ever cause it will be spent with
you, the person I'm most
thankful for. Let's scratch
together again, real soon,
cause I enjoy the outcome.
Love
PIE
TO ALL THE TURKEY'S IN
HOMEPLACE APT. 147: I
hope you have a great Turkey
day and munch till your
feathers fall out! Lots of Love
T.B.

"32" PUMPKIN: Like the
song says "Nobody does it
better..." You're the greatest.
Soon the day will come when
you and I are one. Remember; "for your eyes only..."
Let's have a great holiday.
Thanx for taking care of me
Friday night! (I Love you)
"36" TURKEY

D.: Have a happy and safe
Thanksgiving. I have many
things to be thankful for this
year but I am especially
thankful that we got the
chance to know each other and
become such good friends.
Have fun in NYC with T. and I
expect many exciting stories
on Sunday. THE TALL R.A.
ON THE SECOND FLOOR

CREEPLY: Its been real. It's
been cosmic. Maybe we'll be
together again in hyperspace
where the chickens are
colorblind and the grape seeds
are not to be swallowed. Enjoy
your hip day off, and have a
happy Thanksgiving. Much
love,
CRAZY
WOMAN

LISA:
Have
a
great
Thanksgiving and a safe trip
to PA. Congratulations on
your new job, its the first step
to the top of the ladder. Love,
T.B.
^"V
BATMAN: What is the
deception of fertilization
without penetration? Just
exquiste poetry, I guess. Have
a great Thanksgiving and try
not
to
chew!
ROBIN

******

"QmpBeuQpy
GfcrrteR. ■&

f 55 West Elizabeth Street, Harrisonburg, VA 22801

ATTENTION

will not be

STUDENTS, PROFESSORS
BUSINESS PEOPLE

Cut
on certain" projects due
to installation of new, fully
automated copyprinter.

with
INSTANT SAVINGS
LIKE THESE

*50 Copies of:
50 page booklet
10 page booklet

$111.38
. 4455

(Both are8V*x11, black ink.
one side printing, sorting.)

434-4171

OPEN MONDAY-FRIDAY 8:00-4:30
■INSTANT OFFSET PRINTING"

f "patt, tDefre*tda6te, SCOHMUCAC

J

The Friendly

published
on
Nov. 25
or
Nov. 29
Ike Bodu Shop

on

Port Republic Road
come in where your
business is appreciated

STUDENTS WELCOME
CHECKS WELCOME
111

j"

i.1-

M

Tho Pu.pl. BuiIdlng On In. Court Squat.
2 North Main St.. Horrttonovrf
Opan Thursday and Friday NhjhH III • p.m.
Opan Dally 10 a.m. to 5pm
Ma. tar Chora* tad. Vtoa

Happy Thanksgiving
From the Gang at the

BODY SHOP
Stop by and see our
Thanksgiving Sales Fri & Sat.
V-K/.V.V

Jt '-
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Clearing the air
Peaceful solution exists
M -,

*:

By CARL McCOLMAN
The recent flurry of letters to the editor of
The Breeie concerning a news story on Vietnam Veterans ("Yes, I had to kill people,"
Nov. 5) shows that, despite a surface-level
aura of apathy on the college campus today,
students still have strong feelings about war
and its implications.
Unfortunately, these strong feelings recently
have been expressed through name-calling.
Referring to veterans as having a "Boot-for-aBrain" or individuals with anti-war convictions as "radicals" or closed-minded
idealists" proves nothing.
I am a person with strong convictions about
war—I am a Pacifist. As Such, I have no
personal animosity toward men who fought in
Vietnam. Yet I disagree with anyone who
claims that any war is justifiable, noble, or
necessary.^
My fundamental belief is that killing is
wrong. I oppose war not because I fear death
(after all, America's drunk-infested highways
and handgun-infested cities are as dangerous
as any battlefield), but because I refuse to kill.
Many of my beliefs are drawn from the
teachings of Jesus Christ. Christ exhorted us
all to love our enemies and spoke of
peacemakers as being blessed. Many other
great individuals throughout history have
embraced Pacifist ideas: Francis of Assissi,
Leo Tolstoy, Mahatma Gandi, and Albert
Camus.
,
Their message is always the same: the only
way war will ever be stopped is for people to
actively commit themselves to nonviolence.
War involves killing and hatred toward
enemies, thus violating two basic tenets of our
Judeo Christian society. War is destructive,
unproductive, and almost universally feared.
Most of all, it is immoral.
Those who consider themselves realists or
pragmatists may denounce my ideas as being
naive, but consider this: World War 1 was
called "the war to end all wars," yet twentyfive years later the human race suffered an
even greater second world war.
The lesson here is simple: one war will not
prevent future wars. Ultimately, we must
choose one of two alternatives: the human race
must either change its collective attitude

toward killing and war or continue its sporadic
fighting, until the button is pushed and the
planet is annihilated.
Let's face facts. No one enjoys war. Only a
sick individual could like killing, and even the
most brave, person does not want to die.
Everyone would like to live in a world free of
war and the fear of nuclear terror. The only
way to have a world free of war is to make it
such,—through active nonviolence.
The time to stop war is now. Perhaps some
people might be afraid to support Pacifism
because they are afraid of the Soviet Union. I
maintain that war is not a satisfactory antidote
to such fears. Even if we were to defeat the
Soviets without destroying the planet, a new
enemy would undoubtedly rise from the ashes
of war to continue tormenting us.
War begets war; we must work for peace
now.
Granted, I am being grossly simplistic. But
we as a nation must come to grips with the fact
that constructive change comes only through
constructive means.
Pacifism is currently quite popular in
Europe, where the "ban-the-bomb" movement
is more widespread than ever. The European
message is that we must outgrow our fanatic
obsession with weapons and killing. If we truly
want peace, we must work for it, oy engaging
in a definite, systematic reduction of arms. If
we choose to listen to our fears and continue
the arms race, we must prepare for the annihilation which would follow.
It seems to be very much in vogue to be
politically inactive these days. But we as
college students need to make our feelings
known. Instead of name calling, everyone
needs to express their beliefs rationally, not
only on war, but on many other of today's
crucial issues.
We have a duty as American citizens to not
only formulate our beliefs, but to act upon
them, by doing such things as writing to
congressmen or joining political organizations.
I encourage everyone here at James
Madison University to become politically
active, regardless of your political beliefs. After
all, that is what democracy is all about.
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By IAN KATZ
In an admirable effort to prevent disease, pollution, and bad
breath, the American Cancer Society sponsored last Thursday's
"Great American Smokeout," the one day each year when the
ACS deludes itself by hoping that all smokers will give up their
Marlboros, Rents, and Virginia Slims.
Some smokers managed to survive the day without inflicting
their stale smells and harsh coughs upon others. But most took
the ACS's campaign as an opportunity to show their proud
defiance and ha ve a good laugh by continuing to tight up.
Who do these people think they are fooling? They certainly are
not fooling the innocent nonsmokers who are subjected to nausea
in offices, arenas, and other public places nonsmokers cannot be
expected to avoid.
Smokers vigorously insist that their right to smoke is just as
legitimate as the nonsmokers' right to breathe smoke-free air.
That claim could be justified only if smokers could keep their
disgusting smoke to themselves.
Nevertheless, smokers still have the unjustified right to contaminate the air. What they do not have are the responsibilities
that should accompany that right.
The enactment of a simple, fair law would change that.
I propose the passage of a Smoker Responsibility Act which
would require smokers to financially reimburse nonsmokers for
all discomfort or health problems their smoking may have
caused.

Guestspot
For example, a smoker would have to pay a nonsmoker the
price of his meal if the nonsmoker thinks either the taste of his
food or the environment of the restaurant was spoiled by
cigarette smoke.
Under this act, smokers caught puffing away in crowded or
closed-in areas would be subject to heavy fines or short jail terms.
Persons caught smoking in elevators would be executed without
trial.
Other extreme cases would also be punishable by heavy fines
and-or jail terms. For example, if a nonsmoking spouse died from
cancer caused by the other spouse's chain-smoking, the smoker
would be considered guilty of involuntary manslaughter and
punished accordingly.
In addition to a law punishing smokers, psychiatric institutions'
should be established to rehabilitate smokers convicted of three
or more offenses.
The operating costs of these institutions would be funded by an
increased tax on cigarettes. Both the tax and the humiliation of
being confined to an institution would discourage smokers from
continuing their socially unacceptable habit
A habitual smoker may think a Smoker Responsibility Act is
overly strict. The act, however, is the only fair method which
would effectively discipline America's most ignored criminals cigarette, smokers.
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"Readers' Forum
Too many ads, dull articles alleged by readers
To the editor:
I am a senior a James
Madison University and I
have been an avid supporter
of The Breeze during the past
three years I have been at
JMU. Until now I have never
felt compelled to write a letter
to the editor.
I can honestly say that I
used to look forward to every
Monday and Thursday just to
have the opportunity to read
The Breeze so I could become
aware of my fellow students'
accomplishments and campus
events. This year, however,
has been a major disappointment.
Have
advertisements
become so important that they
are inflated in size and take up

50 percent of the paper.if not
more?
The articles, which are
buried in the corners of these
pages
of
endless
advertisements, hardly attract
readers. Hiding them is no
excuse for spending a
minimal amount of time
developing them into stories.
Lately, these neglected
articles have been,dull, flat
statements of fact. They still
can be made interesting to the
reader if the writers would use
different approaches.

An article I believe could
have used considerable improvement was an article in
the Nov. 16 issue pertaining to
the
Watergate
criminal
speaking here. This should

have been a stirring piece,
complete with opinions from
various students about the
controversial speaker. Also,
G. Gordon Liddy's name could
have been used in the headline
as an attraction device.

With so much of the page
being taken up by ads, twice
the effort should have been
made to grasp the readers'
attention. There were many
articles in the Nov. 16th issue
with similar problems.
This brings me to another
point of concern. Very few of
the articles have depth.
Surface information is the
basis for any
article.
Research
students'
participation and opinions make
or break stories!

An illustration of this is the
article on the Homecoming
Revue. Charles Webb did an
excellent job in the revue but
he was not the main attraction, which the writer of
the piece lead the readers to
assume.
,
There were 14 acts in the
show, all of which were
winners because they were
chosen out of 25 applicants.
The three acts mentioned in
the article were the prize
winners, but all of the performers
had
something
special to offer.
Then there is the problem of
sheer oversight on the part of
The Breeze to recognize
major events.

Homecoming used to
receive at least three pages
devoted solely to the various
activities occuring throughout
the entire weekend! Let's
report on more areas of
student interst. If The Breeze
needs more stutfent input
about happenings on this
campus they should seek it!
Many events take place
every day. The Valley Views
section and the extended
section on the football team is
fine when there isn't much
happening, but how can we
afford to waste this space
when there are so many great
things going on here at JMU
that deserve attention?
Karen Volk
Editor's note—MM othtr pi—li alto
slfnad Mils Kttar

Moviegoers' alert:
watch, don't talk!
To the editor:
On November 13 I went to
see the The Shining at the
Grafton-Stovall
theatre,
looking forward to having a
good time. But that was not to
be.
First of all, the movie was
cut in several places. That did
not bother me as much as it
disappointed me.

University's presence
benefits community
To the editor:
This letter is in reply to Jim
Fewell, owner of Stop In, and
any
other
people
in
Harrisonburg who may share
his attitudes.
First of all, Mr. Fewell, you
stated in the Nov. 12 issue of
The Breeze that your
shoplifting losses from James
Madison University students
amount to $2000 a week. If you
figure it out, that comes to
$285 a day. That adds up to one
hell of a lot of Doritos, or
whatever else we are supposedly stealing. How do we
do it, smuggle it out in trucks?
Second, and more important, you stated that 100
percent of your thefts come
from JMU. Well, buddy, what
you fail to realize is that 100
percent of your customers
come from JMU.
Just how much business do
you think you would have
without us? Wise up, pal; at
the prices you charge, zippo.
What really bothers me,
however, is that this attitude
toward us is so prevelant.
People around here do not
seem to face facts. Like it or
not, this is a college town.

Without JMU's money, time,
and services, this town would
be Just another Elkton—a
little hole in the wall you drive
through to get to somewhere
important.

Send letters to the
editor to The Breeze,
Wine-Price Building.
Typed, double-spaced
letters are preferred;
all letters must include
the author's- name,
address, and telephone
number.

My main gripe is mat two
girls sitting behind me
proceeded to discuss their
social lives during the course
of the film. No attempt was
made on their part to whisper;
they insisted on speaking in a
normal tone of voice. Several
audience members around
them repeatedly asked them
to be quiet, but they refused.
At one point I had to change

seats because these girls
would not be quiet.
They ruined the cartoon for
me because one of the girls
kept yelling "Wave that tush,
go get 'im, get that road
runner, yeah!" at the top of
her lungs.
Don't misunderstand me;
one of the reasons I enjoy
movies at G-S is because of
the audience participation
(cheering the hero, booing the
villain, etc.). But when people'
refuse to be considerate of
other people by having a
private conversation while
others are trying to watch a
movie, they should not be
allowed to attend Why pay
$1.25 to discuss your social life
when you can do it almost
anywhere else for free?
I don't understand.
Leslie Creech

«l

Store owner trusts student customers

Let's take some examples.
Say you get in a car wreck;
whose blood do you get?
Chances are, mine, or a
student's like me who, for no
money at all, gave that
precious gift of life. Maybe
you need an intricate medical
diagnosis. Whose machine do
the doctors use? It just might
be the one donated to
Rockingham
Memorial
Hospital by students from
JMU.
Or perhaps you are an
expanding convenience store
that normally would gave
been squeezed out of business
by 7-11 long ago. Who keeps
you going? JMU students, of
course.

to the editor:
My name is Walter
Cymansky and I own and
operate the Stop In store on
Port Republic Road. I would
like to take this opportunity to
thank the students and faculty
of James Madison University
for their patronage and to
voice my views on a couple of
articles written in The Breeze
recently.
I was a JMU student off and
on for nine years, so I think I
am qualified to look at both
sides of what other merchants
deem to be very serious
problems: bounced checks
and shoplifting.

Need I say more? Just
remember, without JMU
Harrisonburg would be what it
really claims to be and little
else: The turkey capital of the
world.
J.J. Mover

Like the other merchants
interviewed in The Breeze,
my business is dependent
upon the college trade. We are
a convenience store here to be
convenient and also to make a
profit if we can.
Sure, since the day we

opened we have tried to make stations that take checks and
our customers welcome by we have yet to be badly
accepting their checks for the "burned" by doing so.
amount of purchase, including
Of course, there is some
gasoline sales, taking food shoplifting, but it is less than
stamps and coupons, and $20 a week, one percent of the
offering a club which makes it. losses reported by other
possible to cash checks up to merchants.
As for bad checks we take
$15.
We try to make our an average of 30 checks a day,
customers feel welcome and or about 900 checks.since we
free to shop without someone have been open. Of these, only
looking at them in mirrors or 37 checks have been returned
following them around to to us. Six of them were for
make sure they do not rip us JMU students; all of them,
with only one exception, have
off.
This is the United States, been paid.
after all, not Nazi Germany.
We do not have occupancy
I guess I am exceedingly
limitations, nor do we have lucky not to have the serious
book and knapsack check problems that the other
stations in the store.
merchants have. I do not know
' We trust our customers and why they are so paranoid
I feel they appreciate this.
about students. I'm not and
We have been open for never will be. Students are
almost a year now and our welcome here anytime.
philosophy has not changed
i
We are one of only a few gas Walter Cymansky
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Turkeys
Big business for Rockingham County
By ANN RICHARDSON
;
With 6 5 million turkeys produced in Rockingham County this
year, it is no surprise that James Madison University is centered
in "the turkey capital of the world."
Rockingham County is a world leader in the turkey industry
and has ranked among the top five turkey-producing regions for
nearly 50 years.
Virginia ranks fifth in turkey production, according to Jerry
Gass vice-president of the Virginia Poultry Federation. But as a
county, Rockingham ranked second in 1974, when production
totaled 3.5 million.
North Carolina remains the largest turkey-producing state and
has the largest producing county as well.
Recognition as a turkey capital was granted to the Snenandoah
Valley region in the 1930s for its innovations to the-turkey inCharies Wampler Sr., the father of the modern turkey industry,
was the first to artifically hatch turkey eggs and raise turkeys
Wampler also developed a system of turkey contracting in
Rockingham County. "Now, 80 to 85 percent of all turkeys are
contracted" to farmers, who are paid to raise the hatched turkeys
for slaughter, Gass said.
■ .
Two companies in Rockingham County account for the region s
success They are Wampler Foods, located in Hinton outside of
Harrisonburg, and Rocco Inc., located a few miles from JMU's
campus. A competing processing plant, Marval Poultry Co, Inc.,
is located in Dayton.
Odor problems are associated with the area turkey plants by
JMU students and faculty.
"At times, there may be a smell during the slaughtering period
if the weather gets warmer," said Roy Offenbacker, representative of Swift 4 Co., a neighboring turkey farm.
In the past, however, JMU has also benefited from the area s
large-scale turkey production. Wampler Theatre on Main Street
in Harrisonburg was a turkey hatchery donated by Wampler
Foods before it was used for the university's experimental plays.
Although production remains consistent throughout the year,
Thanksgiving demands increase processing of whole turkeys,
according to both major producers in Rockingham County.
Ellen Fitzwater o.' ..oeco, Inc. said, "There is a 10 to 15 percent
increase at holiday times for whole parts."
This Thanksgiving, area suppliers will be able to provide
turkeys 20 to 25 cents cheaper a pound than last year, according to
Taylor Grizzard, general manager of Wampler Foods, "The
retail price for turkeys this holiday will be between 49 to 89 cents a
nmd," Grizzard said.
Area turkey producers are experiencing a loss of seven to eight
^ents per pound this year, he said. Whereas supermarkets are
now losing nearly 15 cents per pound on every turkey sold.
"This is a non-profit year," Grizzard said, adding the industry
will improve in the future when the supply begins to equal the
demand.

Phofo by Tom

(Top to bottom) THE BRONZE TURKEY
statue honoring Rockingham County as "the
turkey capital of the world" is between New
Market and Harrisonburg on Route II. For
nearly 50 years. Rockingham County has been

ranked among the top five turkey-producing
regions. One of several local plants is Marval
Poultry Co.. Inc. of Virginia. The plant, which
dresses and packages poultry, is located in
Dayton on Route 42.
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How about an encore?
How about an encore?
That is the question many people will be
asking of James Madison University's men s
basketball team after its unexpected accomplishments of a year ago.
•
Last season the Dukes surprised their fans
and college basketball enthusiasts in general
when they captured their first Eastern College
Athletic Conference Southern Division title and
earned a bid to the NCAA's post-season
tournament.
.
.
JMU has the nucleus from that squad
returning, making the possibility of a repeat
performance an optimistic goal.
Four of the returning players were starters
last season when the Dukes posted their best
record ever, 21-9, beat Georgetown University
61-55 in the first-round of the NCAA tournament and finally fell to Notre Dame
University 54-45 to end their "unbelievable
season.
. ,.
.
Six-foot-7 forward Linton Townes is the only
senior on this years team and Coach Lou
Campanelli expects Townes to unify and lead
the ball club.
Named an honorable mention All-Amencan
by the Associated Press last year, Townes
probably will retain the team scoring leader
status he assumed a year ago, but he may lose
his title in rebounding. His final averages were
15.3 points and 5.8 rebounds per game. (See
Linton Townes' profile, page 4.)
Junior guards Charles Fisher and David
Dupont provide JMU with an experienced
backcourt and will be counted on for offensive
firepower from the perimeter. (See The Backcourt, page 5.)
Dan Ruland the Dukes' only proven big man
will start at center. The 6-foot-8 junior turned
in some outstanding performances last season
Against the University of Virginia Ruland held
All-American Ralph Sampson to nine points.
Campanelli will be hoping that Ruland can
solidly the Dukes frontcourt. (See The Front-

Sophomore guards Derek Steele and Troy
Keys return to provide the depth in the backcourt
•.. u *u
The key to success this season will be toe
same underlying theme of a year ago, and that
is the Dukes must play at a "high level of intensity" in every game, acancording to
Campanelli. (See Campanelli interview, page
3.) — RICHARD AMACHER

CHARLES FISHER
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The Breeze
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court, page 5.>
While JMU's chances appear promising with
the return of four talented veterans, it faces a
tough question. Will the Dukes be able to
replace starting forward Steve Blackmon and
valuable sixth man Tyrone Shoulders?
The duo combined for a per game average of
17.8 points and 9.5 rebounds.
Undoubtedly the two will be sorely missed if
not for the season at least for until the some of
the younger players can get some experience.
Heading the list of possible candidates for
Rlackmon's starting role is Bob Donohoe^The
64oot-8 junior averaged 7^ minutes a game
last year.
.
Sophomore Woody Boler and freshman
Darrell Jackson are also in line for the job.
Boler, 6-foot-7, averaged 3.5 points in 15 games
as a freshman.
r1 Jackson, a 6-foot-6 Richmond native,
averaged 18 points per game a year ago at
Fork Union Military Academy. Campanelli
characterized Jackson as a good solid player,
who has great defensive quickness.
Six-foot-7 sophomore Keith Bradley has been
tabbed by Campanelli to serve as Ruland's
back-up in the middle.
Bradley saw limited playing time last
season, particpating in 12 games.
Greg Mosten, 6-foot-7, and Jimmy Masloff, 6foot-5, round out the Dukes' new group of
recruits. Mosten is expected to play some at
center, white Masloff could fill in either as
either a big guard or a small forward, according to Campanelli. (See The Freshmen,
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By SHARON TEPPER
James Madison University will
participate in two tournaments this
season: one which will be held here
and, for the first time, the prestigious
Richmond-Times
Dispatch
Invitational.
On Dec. 4 and 5 James Madison
University will host the seventh JMU
Invitational Tournament. The Dukes
will be vying for their fifth tournament tiltle with Bucknell, Drexel,
and Vermont universities. This event
has been held each year, except 1980,
since 1974.
This is the last year the tournament
will be held. "Because we have not
had the best luck in finding teams to
accept an invitation," says Athletic
Director Dean Enters, "we won't
have it a year from now. We've had a
hard time attracting good teams.
They don't want to play two nights on
the road and most teams are invited
to a tournament in a better location
with a more attractive field."
Invitations are sent to out-of-state
schools so that fans will be able to see
teams that JMU does not play in its
regular season games.
The teams JMU will be facing are
as competitive as those in previous
tournaments. "Bucknell is returning
a lot. They are a well-balanced
team," Campanelli said. The Bison of
Bucknell University have eight lettermen returning. They posted a 12-16
record in the NCAA Division I and
ECC during the 1980-81 season.
Coach Charles Woollum says this
about his team, "It's the least experienced team we've ever had," But
the young talent they do have will be
good. The Bisons will have good
competitive balance and depth in the
front court, with players like Deb
Okorodudu. a 6-foot-7 senior who
averages 9.1 points per game and is

the team's all-time high rebounder. 6foot-6 Ray Moss played a lot last year,
and Al Leslie is their all-time scoring
leader.
Vermont also will pose a threat to
the Dukes'- quest for the Championship title. "They are very competitive, very good," Campanelli said.
Vermont finished as the ECAC North
runner-up with a 16-12 record for the
season.
A well-coached Drexel will round
out this year's tournament. participants.
The Dragons
from
Philadelphia have returning nine
lettermen, four of whom started last
season. Coach Edward Burke and his
team finished with an overall record
of 14-13 to give them fifth place in the
ECC.
Burke thinks his is the "best team I
have ever had here at Drexel in terms
of talent. We are top-heavy up front
but a little thin at guard. The
development of the younger players
will dictate the kind of season we
have."
Three-year starter Randy Burkert
averages 12.4 ppg and along with th 6foot-8 sophmore Mike Mitchell, who
was selected to ECC's all-rookie
team, will be teamed to provide a
strong offense. Derrick Joynes and
Leslie Alston will give experience and
speed in the guard positions.
JMU has 10 lettermen returning,
four as starters, After an impressive
21-9 record and their first appearance
in the NCAA tournament at the
Division I level last season, the Dukes
will be trying to equal if not top that
showing.
As a result of the Dukes' success
last year, JMU has been invited, for
the first time, to the prestigious Richmond-Times Dispatch Invitational
Basketball Tournament to be held
Dec. 29-30' in front of 10.000 pliB

crowds.
"They feel we will be competitive"
Campanelli said. "We're looking
forward to going."
Teams are selected by representatives at the newspaper. "JMU has
developed a strong basketball
program." says the Times-Dispatch
Managing Editor Alf Goodykoontz,
"That's one reason they were invited."
Teams in this year's tournament
will be University of Virginia,
University of Richmond, and Virginia
Commonwealth University. All but
Richmond were NCAA tournament
participants last year. The rivalry between Virginia
Commonwealth and JMU will be
hotter than ever this year with
standouts Monty Knight at guard and
Kenny Stancell at center returning to
lead the Rams charge. Stancell, who
averaged 15.5 ppg last season, and
Knight, who averaged 11.5 ppg, will
be depended again on for Virginia
Commonwealth's success.
The Richmond Spiders, finishing
with a 15-14 record under Head Coach
Lou Goetz in 1981. will be looking to
improve that record with the help of
six returning lettermen. Jeff Pehl and
John Schweitz will contribute to their
team's performance in the tournament.
UVa again will have a strong team
after taking first place in the ACC last
season, which they closed with a 29-4
mark. The greatest hope for
Virginia's success in Richmond will
be Ralph Sampson. In many respects,
the next Virginia basketball team
compares favorably with the team of
last season. The 1981-82 Cavs possess
excellent floor leadership good team
speed and most important, strength in
' -the middle. * > >- •
*« ■ "

Coach
Q 8B A with
Lou Campanelli

Editor's Note: Two weeks ago THE
BREEZE'S Sports Editor Richard Amacher
and Assistant Sports Editor Danny Finnegan
interviewed James Madison University's head
basketball coach Lou Campanelli in his office
at Godwin Hail. A transcript of that Interview
follows and has been edited for clarity.
THE BREEZE: Coach do you think the
success that your team had last year was the
result of a perfect mixture of players and
strategy?
CAMPANELLI: I concur with that
statement. It was a nice blend of players we
had last year which blended youth and experience. You know with (Tyrone) Shoulders
and (Steve) Blackmon you had two four-year
performers and to have the value of a
Shoulders that could come off the bench and
play twenty minutes of a game was just invaluable.
THE BREEZE: Do you think that this year's
team will blend together as well as last year's
team did?
CAMPANELLI: Well, I suppose you certainly hope so, but to be perfectly frank and
right off the top, we are not as talented as we
were last year. We lost Shoulders and Blackmon and we don't have two athletes who can do
the things that they could do.
Sometime in the future some of our younger
players may be able to do that, but right now
we can't replace seniors with freshmen or
sophomores and that's what we have in those
positions. Since we're not as talented it forces
us to play at a high level of intensity and skill in
every game to continue to be successful.
THE BREEZE: Do you think that last year's
success will have a positive or negative effect
on this year's team?
CAMPANELLI: I think it will have a
positive effect. It may not show up in terms of
wins or losses, but I think it will have a positive
effect on the people — on our fans, on how
people look at us, on the tradition we have
built, on the foundation and on the attitude of
our players, who know that they that can
compete with a lot of teams.
. .THE BREEZE: What you are really saying
then, is that success this year might not
necessarily be judged by whether or not you
make it to the playoffs ?
CAMPANELLI: Well, everybody's going to
make it to the playoffs (the EC AC-South
tournament). But I don't think people can look
at this year's team and say, "gosh if they don't
win as many games as they did last year, or go
as far as they did last year the team wasn't as
good or as successful."
You can't judge your program, or your team
by comparing them to a previous year's team
and what they did. We play more road games
this year, we play more major opponents and
we have less so-called easy games. So in terms
of wins and losses — this team may win leas
games or they may win more — but if they win
less, that doesn't mean they're any less successful.
THE BREEZE: Are you leary of a letdown?
CAMPANELLI: No, I think against that
Letdowns are mental. We just want to try and
play at a good intensity level. As a coach and I
think if we can do that, then I think the skill

level will pick up as we go along. I think this
team will come along in January.
Our December schedule's going to be tough I
would hope that by January we would be
blending in and as long as we stay injury-free
we should be alright. We have inexperienced
depth and we don't really have size so we can't
afford too many injuries or illnesses — we
really have to call upon inexperienced players
to play key roles.
THE BREEZE: With basically the same
team returning, optimism must be running
high that the team can repeat last year's
performance?.
CAMPANELLI: The optimism is there. The
thing about our guys is that they are not a
cocky, overconfident team and I don't think we
have to worry about that. I think they are
confident in knowing that they played against
the Notre Dame team, the Virginia's, the
Georgetown's—they're the very best and they
competed well, but this is a new team and a
new year and becuase of what you did last year
doesn't automatically mean you can do it again
this year. It's like the old gunfighter, you gotta
prove yourself at every game.
THE BREEZE: Are you optimistic abeut
this year?.
CAMPANELLI: Hey, I'm optimistic every
year — if a coach wasn't.... But at the same
time I'm cautious in knowing that we're not as
talented. We lost Blackmon, who was probably
the most valuable player that we've ever had
at JMU and Shoulders, who was a defense
specialist. So I'm optimistic that we can play
with the very best teams and that we can
compete in our league, but at
the same time I know that the
other teams are either as good
or improved.
I'm optimistic and I'm
positive we worked hard
during preseason, but we
realize that we have some
shorcomings in depth, size
and in rebounding and we
See JMU,, page 4

Townes

Road from skinny freshman to
All-American has been rough
St. John's University and the Virginia
Tech Classic.
This year he has been placed on at
least one honorable mention AllAmerica team and he is the first
player in JMU history to be put on the
Pizza Hut Classic ballot. Townes
tends to downplay the attention.
"It's great to receive individual
honors, but I try to put them out of my
mind," said Townes. "The-reason our
team is successful is because we play
as a unit. If I start worrying about
personal accomplishments, it will
only hurt the team."
With the graduation of Steve Black
mon, Tyrone Shoulders and Chip
Rosenberg, Townes is now the team's
leadership. As captain of the Dukes,
he realizes that he must do more than
just perform on the court.
"The first couple of days of practice
I kept looking for Steve and Tyrone. I

By STEVE LOCKARD
Linton Townes has fooled them all.
When he graduated from Covington
High School 3^ years ago, nobody
wanted him. Weighing only 168
pounds, he was considered too small
to play major college basketball.
Today Linton Townes is a legitimate
candidate for All-America.
James Madison University coach
Lou Campanelli was the only Division
I coach to offer Townes a scholarship.
He has not been disappointed.
As a freshman, Townes surprised a
lot of people by jumping right into the
JMU lineup. He started all 26 games
at the second guard spot and was
second on the team in scoring, assists
and blocked shots.
"I didn't know what college ball was
going to be like," said the 6-foot-7
senior. "I just seemed to fit right in. It
was difficult for me to switch from

'He is one of the
premier for wards
on the East Coast'

'Havingto sit out
has made me
a hungrier player'
forward to guard. I had to adjust to
the quicker players, but I was taller
than most of the guards so I didn't
have any trouble getting my shot off."
Townes' sophomore year became a
learning experience. After starting
the first 10 games of the year, he was
declared academically ineligible for
the second semester. He feds that
year has had a positive influence on
bun.
"Having to sit out has made me a
hungrier player," explained Townes.
"I really missed playing everday and
I had to work hard to get back."
When Townes returned to the lineup
as a junior, it was hard to tell he was
ever missing. Moving to forward, he
led the Dukes in both scoring (15.3

ppg) and rebounding
He was averaging 5.8 rebounds per
game as the team advanced to the
second round of the NCAA Tournament He had a career high of 29
points against Navy and he scored 19
points and collected five rebounds in
JMU's NCAA win over Georgetown
University.

As a result of his outstanding
playing, Townes began to receive
recognition outside of Harrisonburg.
He was named All-ECAC South as
well as Associated Press honorable
mention All-America. His play also
earned him a spot on the AllTournament teams at both the
Lapchick Memorial Tournament at

felt kind of lost. Now I know I have to
provide the leadership on and off the
court."
Coach
Campanelli
compares
Townes' leadership methods to those
of Shoulders. "Like Tyrone, Linton is
a quiet leader. He leads by his actions,
not by his words."
Before the 1981-82 season is over,
Townes will surpass the 1,000 point
plateau and will become one of the top
10 rebounders in JMU history. Not
bad for a skinny kid that was not
supposed to be able to play big-time
basketball.
"Linton Townes has proven himself," insists Campanelli. "He is one
of the premier forwards on the East
Coast and one of the top three players
in the state of Virginia."

'I see JMU fighting like everyone else for the top spot
(Continued from page3)
have to work hard at these.
THE BREEZE: What were Blackmon and
Shoulders' roles specifically?
CAMPANELLI: They were just two great fouryear performers for us and if you look at it we lost a
combination of 20 points and 13 rebounds a game out
of two players and that's going to be tough to replace.
THE BREEZE: What is the status of Ruland's back
troubles?
CAMPANELLI! He doesn't have a back problem
this year. He's done a lot of work with flexibility and
stretching and I think it's really helped his back. We
started Danny on a stretching and flexibility
program last spring and his back hasn't been a
problem.
THE BREEZE: Who is Ruland's back-up?
CAMPANELLI: I'd say Keith (Bradley) is, but
there is a possibility that Keith could start. If he
started, then we don't have a back-up center until
(Greg) Mosten could come along.
Mosten is not quite ready. He might be at the end of
the year or be might be a year away. I still don't
know. Greg has tremendous potential, he's really a
young freshman, he won't be 18 until December. So
we've got some shuffling and some adjusting to do.
THE BREEZE: Is there any reason why you did
not recruit more big men last year?
CAMPANELLI: We try to recruit big men every
year, but the problem with big men is that they are so
highly recruited. Last year we lost a seven-footer
(Warren Martin) to North Carolina and we were the
kid's third choice. If we didn't get him he was going to
Virginia. There were no other big men in the state
that we felt were at that level. The problem now in
recruiting is that your recruiting against the very
best teams in the state and you're recruiting against
leagues such as the AC€.■' ;" • ■•'•'*

THE BREEZE: What are some of the strengths
and weaknesses of this year's team?
CAMPANELLI: If the guys come through it could
be a strength because we'll have a lot of players that
are similar. If they can't come through, it could be an
obvious weakness.,
THE BREEZE: How have the freshmen
progressed?
CAMPANELLI: They've progressed very well. I'm
very pleased with Darrell Jackson and Jimmy
Masloff.
Jimmy Masloff is similar to Dupont. He's a smart
player, he's got good size for a second guard and he's
a good shooter. Jimmy's problem is that he's converting from a high school forward to a college
guard, and that's an adjustment for any player.
THE BREEZE: Will the freshmen receive a good
deal of playing time?
CAMPANELLI: I would think so. I would think that
two out of the three freshmen could see some action.
The way you become good is to play. .
THE BREEZE: Only one freshman, Derek Steele,
had a considerable amount of action last year. What
do expect from this year's sophomore class?
CAMPANELLI: I expect Keith (Bradley) to play a
lot this year. Keith has gotten stronger and he's a real
hard-nosed guy who goes after the ball. He's a banger
and I think bangers can accomplish something. I
think that if he plays in front of some people he will
gain some needed confidence.
THE BREEZE: Do you expect Steele to get as
much playing time as he received last year?
CAMPANELLI: Steele played 13 minutes a game
last year, so for a guy coming right off the bench
that's pretty good. Whether he plays as much this
year depends upon on our combinations.
He's a very solid little guy and he got some experience last year so we're expecting "him & play a

lot.

THE BREEZE: Last year's team relied on
quickness, aggressive defense and strong team play.
Will you vary any from that strategy this season?
CAMPANELLI: It's the same. We've got to play
quick defense, continue to be aggressive in our
defense and play an unselfish team-oriented game.
THE BREEZE: On paper it appears to us that Old
Dominion University is the pre-season favorite to win
the ECAC-South title this year. If JMU had to play
Old Dominion tomorrow how would it match up
against ODU?
CAMPANELLI: I really don't want to answer that
question becase we don't play them until January and
we play so many teams before that. I think you're
missing out on George Mason. I think they have as
much talent as ODU. They may be just a shade better
as far as talent.
THE BREEZE: Where do you see JMU in the
ECAC-South race?
CAMPANELLI: I see JMU fighting like everyone
else for the top spot. There is no way you can rank
everyone from one to seven.
THE BREEZE: Then you do not see a favorite
team in the ECAC-South?
CAMPANELLI: What I'm saying is that with
Andre Gaddy back and some of the other players that
George Mason has and with some of the players that
East Carolina has and the teams coming back from
William and Mary and Richmond there a lot of teams
that are good enough to challenge for that spot.
THE BREEZE: How do we compare with George
Mason?
I'd say on paper they certainly have as much talent
as we have and as they get things going they could be
a strong competitor. If anyone takes them for
granted they're in big trouble. We don't take anyone
for granted

a

TheBackcourt

DEREK STEELE
By RICHARD AMACHER
The backcourt appears to be the
most solid aspect of James Madison
University's basketball team this
season.
Junior starters Charles Fisher and
David Dupont return along with
sophomore substitutes Derek Steele
and Troy Keys.
Fisher and Dupont have been the
Dukes' starting guards since the midway point of their freshman year.
Fisher, who won MVP honors in the
ECAC Southern Division tournament
a year ago, is the Dukes' point guard.
Last season he was JMU's thirdleading scorer with 10.6 points per
game and was second-on the team in
assists with 86.
For the past couple of months

CHARLES FISHER
Fisher has been hampered by injuries. In early September he broke
his ankle and a few weeks ago he
injured his shoulder. But the 6-foot-2
Fisher is optimistic that he will
recover and be ready to start in
JMU's season opener.
"I'm not healthy. My ankle is not
100 percent yet and my shoulder is
still not right," Fisher said. "Ill start
the first game, but I'll have to play in
pain for awhile."
Dupont assumes the position of offguard. A year ago the 6-foot-5 Dupont
led JMU in assists with 107. He also
averaged seven points a game.
Both players agreed that their roles
for this season do not vary a great
deal from last year.
"I think the coaches want me to

score a little more this year or at least
be a threat to score to take the
pressure off of some of the other
players," Dupont commented.
Fisher said he did not think the
coaches were counting on him to shoot
or score any more than last seasoa
"I think I have more of a leadership
• role this year," Fisher said. "I take
responsibilty for being a leader on the
floor."
Working together for the last yearand-a-half will have a beneficial affect on the duo's success this year.
"I love working with Dupont,"
Fisher said. "We communicate well
without talking to each other —
letting each other know what is going
to happen.
"We know practically what each

DAVID DUPONT
others moves will be or what we want
to do."
Steele and Keys will be expected to
provide depth behind the two juniors.
Last year Steele received a con-'
siderable amount of playing time as
he proved to be a valuable substitute.
In 28 games, the 5-foot-9 freshman,
contributed 61 assists to place third on
the team in that category.
Fisher and Dupont agree that Steele
does a - more than adequate job
whenever he replaces one of them.
"Derek is real valuable," Dupont
said. He's got the ability to do most of
the things that Charles can do,
although he's not that big of a scorer.
"He handles the ball, he penetrates
well and he's a good passer," Dupont
added.

The Frontcourt
By DANNY FINNEGAN
Each season, college basketball teams are
forced to replace players lost to graduation,
and one sign of a good program is to lose top
players and still field a strong team.
As James Madison University tries to
establish its basketball program as one of the
nation's best, this dilemma faces the team on a
regular basis.
Before last season, people wondered how the
Dukes ever would replace Steve Stielper, the
school's all-time leading scorer.
JMU found a way to replace Stielper and
managed to make it to the second round of the
NCAA Division I playoffs without him. This
year the names have changed again and JMU
fans are asking, how can this year's team be as
good as last year's without Tyrone Shoulders
and Steve Blackmon?
It is a valid question and one that Coach Lou
Campanelli answer for the Dukes to be successful this season.
Campanelli hopes to replace last year's
highly productive duo with an inexperienced
quartet. Competing for playing time are junior
Bob Donohoe, sophomores Keith Bradley and
Woody BoJer and freshman Darrell Jackson.
Each one has his particular assests and
drawbacks. Campanelli acknowledges the fact
that he will have to juggle the four to replace
the efforts of Blackmon and Shoulders.
"We lost more than 20 points and 12 rebounds
a game (the combined output of the rwq), —

we lost intangibles. We lost leadership and
poise out there, too," Campanelli said.
JMU center Dan Ruland agreed with
Campanelli's statement "We lost a lot of
leadership. It gave us an edge last year just to
know they were out there. You always knew
you could depend on them."
Blackmon and Shoulders often were there to
help out in the middle last year, taking some of
the pressure of Ruland in his effort to replace
Stielper.
Both Shoulders and Blackmon were fine
leapers and provided strength on the boa.ds.
Campanelli often referred to Blackmon as
"the smallest power forward in the nation"
and now says he was the best player ever to
play here.
Shoulders, the team captain last year, was
the Dukes' intimidating force in its defense.
The 6-foot-6 leaner led the team with 30 blocked
shots.
To replace these talents, Campanelli has
Donohoe, Bradley, Boler and Jackson.
Donohoe appears to be the front-runner for
the starting position, but Campanelli has indicated he may go with 'situation starters'
depending on the opponent and who has been
playing well.
For the time being, Donohoe enjoys the
prospect of starting. "I feel more comfortable
starting," Donohoe said, after collecting eight
points and four rebounds in a starting role in
,... See RULAND, page 8 , . ,. • i, .
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J Duchesses
- Opponent
University of Pittsburgh-Johnstown
University of Charleston__
American University
Mountain Cat Classic
JMU vs Malone College
University of Pittsburgh-Johnstown
vs. Catholic University
Consolation Game
Championship Game
Southern Connecticut Invitational
JMU vs. Fordham University
Southern Connecticut State
vs. Vermont University
Dec. 12
Consolation Game
*
'
Championship Game
Jan. 2
University of Virginia
Jan. 5
Appalachian State University
Jan. 7
George Mason University
Jan. 13
Radford University
Jan. 15
Duke University
Jan. 16 East Carolina University
Jan. 23 Louisville University
Jan. 27 Mount St. Mary's College
Jan. 30 Long wood College
Feb. 2
Old Dominion University
Feb. 6
Marshall University
Feb. 10 Virginia Tech
Feb. 12 Towson State University
Feb. 20 East Tennessee State University
All home games are designated in bold print.
Feb. 24 CoHege of William and Mary
Feb. 27 West Virginia University

Dukes {
Opponent
Nov. 28
Nov. 30

I
Jan. 2
Jan. 9
Jan. 11
Jan. 14
Jan. 16
Jan. 20
Jan. 23
Jan. 27
Jan. 30
Feb. 3
Feb. 6
Feb. 10
Feb. 13
Feb. 17
Feb. 20
Feb. 22
Feb. 27

Whittier College
University of Maryland-Eastern Shore
James Madison University Invitational
Bucknell University
Drexel University
University of Vermont
James Madison University
Virginia Military Institute
George Mason University
Virginia Commonwealth University
Richmond Times-Dispatch Tournament
James Madison University '
University of Richmond
University of Virginia
Virginia Commonwealth University
University of Virginia
East Carolina University
University of Richmond
Towson State University
College of William and Mary
Old Dominion University
University of North Carolina-Wilmington
US Naval Academy
George Mason University
Campbell University
Virginia Commonwealth University
University of New Orleans
University of Richmond
East Carolina University
College of William and Mary
Campbell University
Old Dominion University
All home games are designated in bold print
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The Freshmen
By KATHY KOROLKOFF
After advancing to Division I
NCAA's for the first time last year,
the James Madison University
basketball team has its fans hungry
for a repeat performance.
Although the squad has been hurt by
the loss of Steve Blackmon and
Tyrone Shoulders, the Dukes are
hoping that their three freshmen,
recruits. Darrell Jackson, Jimmy
Masloff. and Greg Mosten. will
provide them with the depth
necessary for a successful season.
"I'm pleased with the progress of
all three freshmen," said the Dukes'
coach Lou CampaneUi. "They're
coming along well."
CampaneUi believes the role of a
freshman is to "learn our system, our
style of play, and blend in. What their
contribution will be and how much of
contribution they will make wil
depend on how fast they learn their
roles," he said.
He noted that JMU's participation
in the NCAA's post season tournament did have an effect on this
year's recruiting.
"As a result of our success, we were
able to get involved with better
players. But as you do that, you get
involved with recruiting against ACC
teams, Big East, and Southeastern
conference
teams — conferences
that have television exposure, huge
basketball coliseums, giant budgets,
and tremendous alumni support," he
said.
'You're recruiting against a much
higher level of competition so it
makes it tougher, not easier," noted
CampaneUi.
He said that most freshmen who
sign with JMU are "looking for an
opportunity to play and not be the last
guy on the bench. They may not be a
superstar, but they're hoping we can
bring out their potential."
One player with such potential is
freshman Darrell Jackson. At 6-foot6. Jackson can fill in at forward or
guard for the Dukes and has "good
quickness," according to CampaneUi.
"We're looking for him to help us
out defensively," CampaneUi said.
Jackson averaged 18 points a game
at Fork Union Military Academy and
received scholarship offers from Old
Dominion
University,
Fordham
University, University of Richmond,
and George Mason University.

"To me. JMU is better than Old
Dominion,' Jackson said. "The total
picture of the coaches, players, environment, and academics fits me.
"JMU is on the rise and I think they
will continue to improve. I want to
play for a good quality program/'
Jackson said.
Masloff. another recruit, contributed an average of 17 points and
nine rebounds a game as he led
Albemarle High School to the Western
District Championship. Although
Masloff was a forward at the
Charlottesville high school, the Dukes
are converting him to a guard.
CampaneUi called the transition
•extremely difficult." adding, "He's
coming along well. Naturally he has
to work on his ballhandling, but he's
very similar to David Dupont — a
smart, intelligent player and a good
shooter."
Masloff said the position change has
.been tough but, "The coaches and
other guards — Troy Keyes, Derek
Steele, and Charles Fisher — have
helpled me out. But it will be awhile,
I'm just learning."
He stressed the coaches, campus
atmosphere, and JMU's defensive
style of basketball as his reasons for
signing with the Dukes.
"It's a good school and being just an
hour from home, my folks can see me
play," Masloff added.
Mosten is a 6-foot-7 forward and a
former teammate of Keyes at
Susquehanna Township High School.
He averaged 20 points and 12
rebounds per game'last season and
was named to the first team AllCapital Conference:
"• Mosten chose JMU because he
could adapt to the Dukes' style of play
and was impressed with the campus.
"JMU is neither too big nor too
small, the people are really nice and
you don't see the same faces
everyday," he said.
CampaneUi describes the 17-yearold native of Harrisburg, Pa., as a
"young freshman. "_J
"He is still maturing and growing
physically," the Dukes coach said.
"We think he has a lot of potential but
we don't want to push Greg too soon,
we're trying to' firing him along
slowly."
CampaneUi explained that, "It's a
' tough thing for a coach to know how
fast to push a freshman. You want
them to gain experience and at the

DARRELLJACKSON
same time not lose confidence."
The three freshmen had their first
chance to gain college experience on
Sunday when the Dukes competed
against the Belgrade Red Star team of
Yugoslavia.
The freshmen agreed that their first
college basketball game was quite
different than their previous high
school experience.
"In high school, when you're 6-foot7, you control the game," Mosten

explained. "Here, you have guys
taller, quicker, and as good as you
are."
Masloff cited the intensity of play as
the biggest difference in the transition
from high school to coUege ball. "You
have to adjust to playing full speed aU
the time.
"The coaches and players are more
serious and the game is much faster,"
Masloff added.

Rulandkey to frontcourt

LINTON TOWNES

(continued from page 5)
the Yugoslavian exhibition game earlier in the
year. "I was a starter in high school and I'm
more accustomed to it."
Still the the position is wide open, according
to CampaneUi. The four players present a good
variety for the coach to choose from.
CampaneUi characterized Donohoe and .
Boler as excellent shooters, who have been
worked hard to improve their inside games.
' Bradley, who also takes over for Shoulders
as Ruland s back-up, is a hustling defensive
player that hits the boards well CampaneUi
said.
Jackson is still untested, but CampaneUi has
already compared him to Shoulders.
Whoever CampanelU picks to fiU the open
forward slot, the responsibility of replacing
Shoulders and Blackmon wUl fall on the entire
team.
Just as Shoulders and Blackmon were in;
valuable in helping Ruland take over for
Stielper, Ruland must now help the new forwards.
"There is going to be more pressure on me,
especially in rebounding," said Ruland. "With
Linton (Townes) and Charles (Fisher) and
David (Dupont) back, scoring shouldn't be a ■u
problem. I'll just have'td go to'the boards

harder this year and be more physical.
"I feel that if I play hard and consistently, I
can do OK. I certainly want to do better than
five rebounds a game."
While the 6-foot-8 center had a mediocre
rebounding average last year, he was hampered by a bad back and missed a few games
at the end of the year. This year he is 100
percent, thanks to a stretching and flexibility
program he went on last spring.
The Dukes wiU also have Linton Townes to
take over some of the roles played by
Shoulders and Blackmon. CampaneUi looks to
his senior forward to pick up slack in areas
such as leadership, rebounding and shot
blocking.
1
'As the only senior, Linton has got to assume
some leadership that nobody else can take,"
CampaneUi said. "Linton is a very quiet young
man, as Tyrone was, and it isn't easy for them
to be leaders.
"He's got to pat the other guys on the tail and
say. 'Let's go,' — that kind of thing."
Townes, is also expected to help Ruland on
the boards. Against the Yugoslavians, Townes
blocked three shots, giving an indication that
lie also may be .ready Jo replace. Shoulders, as
the ihtimidater the defense needs

EC AC South Preview
"There is no one team in this league that is really
bad. You know George Mason, Old Dominion,
William and Mary, Richmond and East Carolina are
going to win 16 games. That's six teams (including
JMU) that should win over 16 games — that's a pretty
good league." — JMU Coach Lou Campanelli

the pivot.
Joining Barnes in the backcourt is returning
starter Tony Traver. Top reserves Gary Bland and
Dale Moates provide depth and will battle for the
open spot in the front court.
Parkhill picked up three top freshmen, the best of
whom is guard Keith Cieplicki. Cieplicki was alleverything at Rice Memorial High in Burlington,
Vermont, were he averaged 33 points a game aa a
senior. He was All-State, All-America and two-time
Vermont prep athlete of the year. He will challenge
Traver for a starting position.

Old Dominion

George Mason
George Mason appears to have the right blend to
become a serious contender for the ECAC title this
year with three starters back from last year and two
key players returning from injury as well as a strong
recruiting class.
In Joe Harrington's first season as coach last year,
the Patriots had a respectable 10-16 mark. Things
may have been different if the Patriots had not lost 6foot-10 center Andre Gaddy and forward Terry
Henderson to injuries. Both return for their senior
years, and Harrington hopes they can play the way
they did two years ago when Gaddy averaged 18.5
ppg and Henderson 16 ppg.
Gaddy, often classified as a moody player who can
turn his talent on and off as he pleases, could be the
key to this young team. He brings highly respectable
career marks of 16 points and 10 rebounds per game
into this season and has always played well against
the Dukes.
:_
'Harrington also has last year's ECAC South rookieof-the-year Andy Bolden back, along with guard John
Neihoff and Ricky Dillard. Bolden averaged 17 points
last year and as point guard handed out a team-high
102 assists while teaming with Neihoff (9 ppg) to form
an all-rookie backcourt. Dillard took over at center
for Gaddy last season as a freshman and scored 7.5
ppg. At 6-foot-4, Dillard has great jumping ability.
Heading the list of Harrington's recruits is 6-foot-5
guard Carlos Yates. Yates averaged 25 points last
year at Flint Hill Academy in Oakton, Va. and was
named to several high school All-America teams.
Another freshman expected to contribute in the backcourt is Mike Yohe, a second team AU-Pennsylvannia
performer in high school.

East Carolina
East Carolina University, newcomers to the ECAC
South, appear to have the basis for a solid team with
two junior college Ail-Americans joining seven
players returning from last season's 12-14 squad.
"We will be a team showing definite and marked
improvement," said third-year coach Dave Odom.
Odom is counting on three players not from last
year's team to contribute this season. Junior college
transfers Al Mack and Charles Green, along with
Tony Byles, a starter in 1979-80 should help to improve the Pirates.
This trio joins four starters from last year, guards
Charles Watkins (13 ppg and 52 assists) and Barry
Wright (10.3 ppg), forward Mike McLuarin (9.4 ppg)
and center Mike Gibson (eight ppg but only three
rebounds per game).
The 6-foot-9 Mack and 6 foot-7 Green should help
out with rebounding and defense in the middle after
each averaging over 20 points and 12 rebounds last
year.
The Pirates should have good depth with the odd
men out of the guard and forward competition being
joined by Bill McNair, Tom Brown, and Morris
Hargrove.

Navy
William and Mary

The U.S. Naval Academy will have to rely on
quickness, good shooting and a strong performance
from the guard position to improve on last year's 9-16
mark.

William and Mary coach Bruce Parkhill approaches the 1981-82 basketball season optimistically,
The midshipmen will feature three 6-foot-6 players
and with good reason — four starters return from a
along the frontline, and probably will have the same
team that compiled a 16-12 record against the fifth
rebounding problems the team experienced last
hardest schedule in the nation.
season.
"I'm looking forward to this season," says
Sophomore Gary Price returns as the starting
Parkhill, 31, and already in his fifth year as the Incenter after averaging nine points and seven
dian's head coach.
rebounds per game. Joining Price up front will be
A pair of 6-foot-5 players, Billy Barnes and Mike
returning starters Myron Simons (5.6 ppg, 6.4
Strayhorn, are in large part the cause for Parkhill's
rebounds) and Rich Davidson (7.4 ppg and 5.4
positive attitude. Barnes, who led the team last
rebounds).
season in rebounding as a guard, is a complete player
who averaged nine points per game and came up with
Providing depth up front will be 6-foot-3 Bill
55 steals last year. He is a key in the Indians' slow
Freitag and 6-foot-7 Bill Whitesides. Also in the
offense and pressure defense.
picture are two freshmen who provide height, 6-foot-8
Strayhorn was the Tribe's top scorer from his
Todd Alexander and 6-foot-7 Steve Grace.
forward position last year with an 11.2 point average,
a good average for Parkhill's conservative offense.
The backcourt should be a strong point for secondStrayhorn, a member of the All-ECAC South team,
year coach Paul Evans. The team's starting comshot 52 percent from the floor in 1980-81.
bination last year, junior Dave Brooks and
Two 6-foot-9 players will again split the time at
sophomore Rob Romaine, were 1-2 in scoring with
center. Last year Kenny Bowen and Brent Weidner
10;2 and 10.1 ppg, EespectJYelyv Romaine also led the
combined for 12points and.^rebwndfe^Jgame Jn,; ^fajripssisis^, .
, • rT
;

With four starters returning from a team that
advanced to postseason play — for the fourth time in
five years — and with five blue-chip newcomers, Old
Dominion University's slogan of 'The Monarchy
Continues" may prove appropriate.
Leading the returnees are two honrable mention
Ail-Americans, 6-foot-lO center Mark West anf forward Ronnie McAddo. West led the nation in blocked
shots last year with four per game while pulling down
10 rebounds and scoring 10 points a contest. McAdoo,
an ECAC South All-Star performer last year, returns
with his 16 points and seven rebounds a game.
McAdoo has started all 88 games in his college
career.
Also back is Billy Mann, who averaged 14 points a
game last season while at a forward spot Mann will
replace graduated shooting guard Bobby Vaughn and
work in the backcourt with point guard Grant
Robinson, who had sue assists per game last year.
To fill Mann's vacated forward spot. Coach Paul
Webb can choose from among sue players. Available
are two veterans, 6-foot-7 Ray Broxton and 6-foot-10
Eric Greikspoor, reserves last year.' The starter is
more likely to be either sophomore redshirt Tim
Southerland or one of three newcomers.
The new comers are two freshmen and a junior
college transfer, all highly-touted. Fred Facka is a 6foot-5 freshman who was the top vote-getter on the
Virginia AAA All-State team last year while
averaging 18 points and 10 rebounds at Douglass
Freeman High School. Also in competition are two 6foot-8 players, Horace Lambert and Gary Buckland
Lambert was second team All-State at Norview High
School, were he averaged 20 points and 12 rebounds a
game and Buckland was an All-America at Wesley
Junior College.
ODU also landed two prize guards, Converse AllAmerica Charlie Smith and 6-foot-5 Mark Davis, the
second leading scorer in State AAA basketball last
year.

Richmond

To continue the improvement they have shown in
recent years, the University of Richmond must
replace their leading scorer and their head coach.
The Spiders gave the Dukes a scare last spring in
the finals of the ECAC Tournament in Hampton. They
upset Old Dominion in the tournament and were just
one victory away from an NCAA Playoff berth before
falling to JMU. Gone from that team, however, is 6foot-5 forward Mike Perry, who averaged 22.8 points
and 6.7 rebounds per game last season.
Also gone is Coach Lou Goetz, who directed the
team to a 15-14 finish last season. Taking over for
Goetz is a former assistant, Dick Tarrant.
Leading the list of veterans, Tarrant inherits 6-foot5 shooting guard John Schweitz and 6-foot-10 center
Jeff Pehl. Schweitz will be counted on heavily to
replaceJPerry's scoring after averaging 18.1 ppg last
season. Pehl will also need to improve on his 11 points
and seven rebounds for the Spiders to remain above
.500.Two players out with ailments last year, guard
'Doug Mills and forward Andy Heher, are also
counted on to fill starting roles. Mills, who averaged
seven points while playing on a bad ankle, and Heher,
slowed by mononucleosis, will be newcomers to the
starting line-upt>, , ,
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Duchesses look for improvement
By IAN KATZ
Whether the James Madison University
women's basketball team can improve upon
last year's disappointing 6-18 record will not be
easy to foretell. In fact, not even twelfth-year
Coach Betty Jay nes will try to predict the fate
of her AIAW Division I team. She insists it's
impossible to do.
"I've never been a good predictor," Jaynes
said before JMU's Friday opener in Godwin
Hall against the University of PittsburghJohnstown.
"This team is especially hard to predict,"
continued Jaynes. "The problem we've got
now is inconsistency. For example, one minute
they run the fast break perfectly, and the next
minute they're horrible."
According to Jaynes, the biggest problem
last year was the lack of team cohesiveness.
The Duchesses committed about 25 turnovers a
game, far too many to stay competitive
against most Division I schools.
To correct this, however, JMU is not
scrapping its old philosophies and will
generally stick to its 1-4 offensive allignment
and its defense, which is planned according to
the opposition and the situation.
The Duchesses will field an inexperienced
team this winter. Two freshmen and a
sophomore will be starting. Of the eight
players who will be used most often, only one is
a senior.
While the newcombers will play a large part
in the team's hope for success, the burden will
again be placed upon the tall shoulders of the
co-captains, junior Deana Meadows and
JMU's only senior, Donna Firebaugh.
Meadows, at an even six feet, is the
Duchesses' biggest inside threat. Last year,
playing primarily within 10 feet of the basket,
she led the Duchesses with 13.7 points and 8.4

BETSY BLOSE

rebounds per game.
She thinks the team is rapidly improving.
"I'm really pleased with the way we've been
playing," Meadows said. We're looking good
and playing together as a team more than we
have in the past."
Firebaugh will play a role much like
Meadows'. She is a 6-foot-1 inside player who
had a 11.8 scoring average and a 7.4 rebounding average last year.
"You can't leave out the potential of Donna
and Deana," Jaynes said. "Not only are they
the key players, but they help motivationally.
They are the leaders."
While Meadows and Firebaugh will be the
two starting inside players, freshman Sue
Manelski from Wilmington, Del. will take over
the point guard duties.
The 5-foot-6 Manelski is taking the position
which sophomore Betsy Blose held as a freshman last season. This year, to fit the strengths
and weaknesses of the two players, Blose will
switch to the shooting guard's position.
Rounding out the starting lineup is freshman
Michele James, a 5-foot-ll shooting forward
who averaged 24.1 points and 13.4 rebounds per
game as a senior at Glenelg High School in
Ellicott City, Md.
"Last year we were hurting for outside
shooting," Jaynes said. "Michele gives us the
shooting we need to work against zone
defenses. She has a 15-20 foot range."
Coming off the bench for either Manelski or
the 5-foot-7 Blose will be 5-foot-6 junior Judy
Baumgardner. Baumgardner, known for her
good defensive work, will usually play the
point guard spot.
The two players counted upon to relieve
Meadows and Firebaugh are freshman Beth
Hamilton and junior Lori Marsden.

Coaches
Jaynes and Weigardt
By KENNY SOTHORON
"When I first got here, we played an
eight game schedule, we didn't start
practicing until Nov. 1, we took six
weeks off for Christmas and we didn't
have any regional or national tournament play."
"Anyone was able to go out for the
team and you could play more than
one sport. We also wore these nasty
heavy satin uniforms," said Betty
Jaynes, head coach of the James
Madison
University
women's
basketball team.
Today the Duchesses play between
20 and 25 games, start practicing
early in the fall, undergo weight
training, have access to much more
money, view video tapes — and their
uniforms are made of a light fabric.
This is just a small taste of how
women's athletics have changed since
Jaynes arrive at JMU in 1968.
Jaynes came to JMU strictly to
coach gymnastics. Originally from
Porterdale, Ga., she played high
school basketball but not college.
Their were only two or three
colleges in the South that had
basketball.
After high school, Jaynes worked in
textiles, just as her mother and father
did. This didn't last long however, as
she decided to go to Georgia college
and then on to the University of North
Carolina at Greenville where she
received her master's in physical
education in 1968.
Jaynes arrived at JMU in the fall of
1968 and after one year she was asked
to be the women's basketball coach.
"I never thought about coaching
basketball," said Jaynes. "Their was
no future in it at the time, but I was
young and basketball was in my
blood."

Now entering her twelfth year as
the Duchesses head coach, Jaynes
can look back and see the progress
women's basketball has made.
"The game used to be quite a social
affair but it has gotten very serious
and competitive," said Jaynes.
One addition that has changed the
game dramatically is the 30-second
clock. "It makes for constant motion
and takes away deliberate stalling.
It's also a great asset to teams equal
in strength," said Jaynes.
The Association for Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women and the recentlyestablished system for women's
basketball under the NCAA are two
other changes.
"The AIAW originally provided
championships for women," said
Jaynes. "They are responsible for
where we are right now. To abandon
them would be taking away our
allegiance to the organization."
The NCAA does offer partial pay or
the entire cost of a team to go the the
national tournament and it does help
with promotion, according to Jaynes.
JMU will start the tallest team in its
history and will be much quicker than
in previous years. This is due mainly
to the excellent recruiting year the
Duchesses had.
Pam Weigardt, the Duchesses
assistant coach, is responsible for the
bumper crop of the team's freshmen
" this year.
Weigardt, who previously worked
with team defense, now is spending all
of her time recruiting. "I really enjoy
meeting people," said Weigardt.
She is a graduate of Madison
College, played basketball here and
was the school's number one golf
player.

BETTY JAYNES <L> AND PAM WIEGARDT(K)
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The Freshmen

By IAN KATZ
This season the women's basketball
team will have three freshmen
playing key roles in the Duchesses'
effort to improve upon last year's 6-18
record.
Michele James and Sue Manelski
have both broken into the starting
lineup as first-year players, and Beth
Hamilton is expected to be a major
contributor in JMU's 1981-82 season,
which began Friday against the
University of Pittsburgh-Johnstown.
"All three will be making some
headlines before they leave here,"
said Coach Betty Jaynes.
Jaynes, however, knows that the
newcombers will not change anything
immediately.
"I'm sure we'll have to bear with
them and let them develop into
Division I players," Jaynes said.
"They'll need time to adjust because
the freshman year is always the most
difficult."
The 5-foot-n James played for
Glenelg High School in Ellicott City,
Md. At Glenelg, she enjoyed a
phenomenal career as she scored
1,039 points, the most in the school's
history, during her two years there.
While there she played both inside and
outside the perimeter. At JMU, she
will be used basically as an outside
shooter.
Jaynes emphasized that James
could be d beneficial factor in this
position. "We were almost completely
unable to break a zone defense last
year," Jaynes said. "Michele gives us
the outside shooting we need to keep
defenses honest. She's been helping us
because we have been playing much
better against zones."
Another recruit is Manelski, a 5foot-6 point guard from Wilmington,
Delaware's Padua Academy. During
recruiting season many universities
thought she was too short for major
college basketball, but Jaynes
thought otherwise.
"She may not be tall," Jaynes said.
"But she's a very physically strong
point guard. We knew she would be a
starter from the very beginning."
Manelski, who averaged 17 points
per game at Padua, is undertaking an

unusual role for a freshman.
Not only is she starting, but she is
starting at the point guard position, a
spot usually reserved for experienced
juniors . or seniors who have
previously played the position on the
intercollegiate level."
"The point guard has to control so
many things," Jaynes noted. "The
rest of the team responds to what she
does. But I think Sue is in the position
she should be in. The other players
respect what she can do. She has a
great amount of ability.
"She's doing real well," Jaynes said
of Manelski's progress. "She also has
a tough adjustment to make because
she played wing guard in high
school."
Manelski, however, downplayed the
difficulty in becoming an intercollegiate player.
"The transition hasn't been as hard
as I expected it to be," she said.
The reserve, Hamilton, will be
relieving veteran inside players
Deana
Meadows
and
Donna
Firebaugh.
"She'll be seeing lots of playing
time no matter what because Deana
and Donna will need to rest," said
Jaynes.
Hamilton is S-foot-11 and from
Clintwaod, Va. High School. At
Clintwood, Hamilton averaged 26
points and 11 rebounds a game during
her senior year.
"We recruited Beth because we
needed help and more depth inside,"
said Jaynes. "She's an excellent
rebounder and does a real good fob
defensively."
Jaynes noted that Hamilton will
play exclusively with her back to the
basket and in rebounding position.
As the Duchesses' season gets
underway, there are several question
marks that will need to be answered
Three freshmen cannot, and will not
be expected to turn everything around
for the JMU women's team. Jaynes,
more than anyone else, is cautiously
optimistic.
~~~l cant predict for sure how much
any of our new players will help us,"
she said. "But all three of them are
players to watch for in the future."
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By KENNY SOTHORON
"We are more of a team unit this year,
everyone gets along great, we have a whole lot
of confidence."
This seems to be the unanimous agreement
among the members on the James Madison
University women's basketball team,
especially for their two leaders, Deana
Meadows and Diane Firebaugh.
"We're like a gang," said Firebaugh. "We
study together, party together, eat together,
and have a lot of fun."
Firebaugh, a senior psychology major from
Roanoke, Va., plays center for the Duchesses.
At 6-foot-1, Firebaugh is one of the team
leaders in rebounding ' and scoring. She
averaged 11.8 points per game and 7.2
rebounds per game.
Meadows, a junior psychology major from
Seabrook, Md., plays forward-center for JMU
and was last year's leading scorer and
rebounder. She averaged 13.7 points per game
and 8.4 rebounds per game.
This team is much different than last year's
team, according to Firebaugh. "We would get
down on ourselves in the middle of the game
last year and start thinking, here we go
again," said Firebaugh.
"This year's team has a lot more good
shooters and is much quicker," said
Firebaugh.
Meadows added that the help of two new
freshmen recruits, Sue Manelski and Michele
James will improve the team also.
There are a few basic things the team is
working on, according to the duo. Blocking out

and getting the ball inside are two top
priorities, while working on its transition game
is another.
A few personal goals were also mentioned by
Meadows and Firebaugh. "I would like to be
able to shoot more from the outside and have
more confidence when I take the ball inside,"
said Firebaugh.
Meadows said she would like to have a
winning season and improve on her marks
from last year.
One goal that both emphasize was increasing
the crowd attendance at the ball games.
"I could really get off with someone yelling
Firebaugh, Firebaugh," said the center.
"It can't be the fact that we had a losing
season, because they never came out when the
season first started. It really psychs a team up
when you have people cheering for you," said
Meadows.
Both players want to finish their college
education before planning for the future.
Firebaugh, though, showed some interest in
furthering her basketball career and playing
some professional basketball if at all possible.
"If I was given a chance to play professional
ball, I'd take it," said Firebaugh. "But
otherwise I want to stay in school, get my B.S.
degree and maybe join the track team because
I throw the show discus and javelin."
Meadows would like to finish her schooling
and then go to graduate school. "I have no
aspirations for professional basketball," said
Meadows.
Both players enjoy JMU and the people
associated with it.
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